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ABSTRACT
Investigations of the Structure and Morphology
of Random Block Copolymers
(February, 1984)
Robert M. Briber, B.S., Cornell University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Edwin L. Thomas
The morphology of random block copolymers has been investigated
through studies on two representative polymer systems. Polyure thanes
based on polypropylene oxide endcapped with polyethylene oxide (PPO-EO)
,
4 ,4 '-diphenyl methane diisocyanate (MDI) and 1,4-butanediol composed one
system while polye ther-polyes ters based on polybutylene terephthalate
(4GT) and polyte tramethylene oxide glycol (PTMEG) comprised the other.
Extensive studies on a 77% by weight hard segment polyurethane has
identified three crystal structures for the MDI/BDO hard segment. Type
I is an intrinsically disordered structure forming nonbirefringent
spherulites. The type II crystal structure is highly ordered and forms
negatively birefringent spherulites. Lath shaped hard segment lamellae
have been observed by dark field electron microscopy. Type III crystal
structure is observed only in deformed samples and corresponds to the
fully extended conformation of the monomer.
Single crystals have been grown from the melt in thin films of
polyether-polyes ters at compositions of 73% and 49% by weight hard
segment. The crystal habit and fast growth direction of the alpha
V
modification of 4GT has been identified. Electron diffraction and WAXS
indicates that the crystal core of the lamellae consists of relatively
pure 4GT with the PTMEG and short hard segments being rejected to the
amorphous phase. The crystallization behavior indicates that
fractionation of the hard segment may occur due to a coupling of the
stable crystal thickness at a given crystallization temperature with the
sequence length distribution.
A unified picture of the morphology of random block copolymers has
developed involving lamellar crystallization and spherulitic
organization. This has allowed the morphology of random block
copoljnners to be integrated into the overall field of pol3rmer
morphology.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Opening RemarVs
The goal of this thesis is to understand the morphology of random
block copolymers on a fundamental level and to formulate all the
morphological models that have been postulated in the past into a common
framework that will be able to cover many different systems yet contain
enough flexibility to encompass the peculiarities of specific polymers.
To accomplish this goal the morphology of two different random block
copolymers has been examined in great depth and though the details are
very different between the systems definite trends and similarities have
emerged.
This chapter will contain a set of definitions and an outline of the
content of the dissertation to set the stage for the material presented
later. The thesis begins with an extensive literature review of the
morphology of random block copolymers in Chapter II which will act as a
base of knowledge for discussion in later chapters. Chapter III
contains specifics about particular samples and experimental techniques
used in this work. Chapters IV, V, and VI present the experimental
results for the various systems studied. Specifically, Chapter IV deals
with the morphology of polyure thanes in solution cast films and all the
unusual features found for this particular polymer. Chapter V is a
study of a polyether-polyes ter segmented copolymer system in which the
hard segment sequences have a strong propensity to crystallize and form
1
2unusual morphologies. Chapter VI discusses the morphology and crystal
structures found for both the polyurethane and the polye ther-polyester
systems in the highly deformed state. Chapter VII contains a
recapitulation of the major experimental findings and discusses them in
light of the body of knowledge on random block copolymers reviewed in
Chapter II.
Introduction to Random Block Copolymers
Random block copolymers are multiblock copolymers of the
-fAB-^
n
type with A and B each representing a length of chain of a different
polymer. Random block copolymers should be distinguished from other
types of copolymers such as block copolymers and random copolymers. In
ideal block copolymers (either di- or tri-) the molecular architecture
is either AB or ABA where the length of the A and B blocks are
monodisperse (though the degree of polymerization of A is not
necessarily equal to B) and all polymer chains are identical. The
structure of random copolymers is very similar to that of random block
copoljrmers, in that both have the structure -fAB-)- where now A and B
n
represent individual monomer units that are placed randomly along the
chain backbone. Random block copolymers are distinguished from random
copolymers because one of the blocks (the soft segment) is not a single
repeat unit to begin with but starts as an oligomer, usually of 1,000 -
4^000 molecular weight. The length of the sequences of A and B units
follow a geometrical distribution, hence their length varies
considerably, with the average being determined by the molar composition
3of the sample. A schematic of the chain structure is presented in
Figure 1. Random block copolymers differ from normal block copolymers
in that there are many A and B blocks along the chain and all the chains
are not identical. One of the blocks is called the hard segment because
it is a rigid, high modulus plastic at the desired use temperature. The
other block is called the soft segment and is an elastomer at the use
temperature
.
The unique mechanical properties of these materials stem from the
special morphology found in random block copolymers. The hard and soft
segments are thermodynamically incompatible and phase separate into hard
segment rich and soft segment rich domains. These domains are believed
to be on the order of tens of nanometers in size. At low hard segment
content the hard segment rich domains act as physical crosslinks for the
elastomer matrix giving the polymer similar properties to crosslinked
rubber without the need for covalent crosslinks. This allows the
poljrmer to be processed by conventional methods (extrusion, inj ection
molding, etc.) which are unavailable to classical crosslinked rubbers.
At high hard segment contents the situation is reversed with the soft
segment domains acting as rubber modifiers for the polymer. By varying
the hard segment content it is possible to tailor the mechanical
properties to many different end uses ranging from a low modulus
elastomer at low hard segment concentration to a tough engineering
plastic at high hard segment content (see Figure 2). It is this
distinctive combination of morphology and physical properties that give
random block copolymers their potential for a large spectrum of uses.
4DIISOCYANATE OR DIACIO
O CHAIN EXTENDER
— POLYOL
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the chain architecture of a typical
random block copol3nDer molecule.
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6The low glass transition temperature (due to the soft segment) and high
melting point (due to the rigid hard segment) give these polymers a very
broad plateau modulus and a wide useful temperature range, unattainable
with most conventional homopolymers
. The structure and organization of
the hard segment domains is known to have a profound influence on the
mechanical properties. Consequently, most structure-property studies
have concentrated on characterizing the extent of phase separation,
degree of ordering, chain conformation and packing, size and shape,
physical properties, etc. of the hard segment domains.
There are a vast number of potential chemical structures possible
for random block copolymers but the ones with largest commercial and
academic interest are the polyure thanes and the polyether-polyesters.
The hard segment block is generally formed from the reaction of either a
diisocyanate, in the case of polyurethanes, or a diacid in the case of
polyether-polyesters, with a short chain diol, often called the chain
extender. The soft segment is a a,a)-hydroxyl terminated oligomer of an
elastomer. The molecular weight of the soft segment usually ranges from
= 1,000 - 4,000. The soft segment can react with the diisocyanate or
the d iac id and then another soft segment ol igomer to give a series of
soft segment molecules linked together or it can react with a
diisocyanate or diacid that is the terminal group of a hard segment
sequence. In this thesis two systems are studied in depth; one
polyure thane system and one polye the r-po lyes ter system.
The polyurethane system chosen for study has a hard segment based on
4,4 '-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) and 1,4-butanediol (BDO). The
7soft segment is polypropylene oxide end capped with 30% ethylene oxide
(PPO-EO). The ethylene oxide is to provide primary terminal hydroxyl
groups and to increase compatibility with the 1,4-butanediol. Molecular
weight of the soft segment is 2,000 (see Figure 3). The soft segment is
atactic so any crys tall inity observed in the polyurethane is due to the
hard segment. In addition to crystallization there is hydrogen bonding
possible between the hard segments as a driving force for phase
separation. The hard segments are also capable of hydrogen bonding to
the ether oxygen in the soft segment, though this is not as favorable
due to the dissimilar nature of the hard and soft segment molecules.
The polyether-polyester hard segment is based on terephthalic acid
and 1,4-butanediol. These combine to form poly (butylene terephthalate
)
(4-GT, also abbreviated PBT)
. This hard segment crystallizes readily,
though there is no hydrogen bonding present. The soft segment is based
on poly( tetramethylene) oxide with M^^ = 1,000 (see Figure 4). This is
capable of crystallization but at this molecular weight it is usually
not observed. The soft segment will be abbreviated PTMEG for
poly( tetramethylene ether glycol), alternatively it is sometimes termed
PTMO in the literature.
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Figure 4. The polyether-polyester chemical system studied in this
work.
CHAPTER II
LITERATTJRE REVIEW
Opening Remarks
This chapter contains a critical review of the literature pertinent
to random block copolymer morphology with special emphasis on
polynrethanes and polye ther-polyes ters . A full spectrum of topics are
discussed including synthesis, sequence distributions, morphology (which
covers crystal structures, domains and supermolecular organization), and
deformation behavior.
There have been a large number of different chemical systems studied
in the past that fall under the heading of random block copolymers. An
attempt at summarizing the different polymers is made in Table 1. The
goal was not to reference every paper on a particular chemical system so
just a few examples for each are given. The large number of different
systems shows the obvious diversity of possible chemical structures. By
far the most prevalent and important system ( from a commerc ial
standpoint) are the poljrure thanes
.
Synthesis Review
Since the two systems studied in this thesis are based on
polyure thanes and polye ther-polyes ters the discussion of synthesis will
be limited to these two polymers.
Polyure thanes
Segmented polyure thanes are based on the reaction of a diisocyanate
with a low molecular weight diol and a hydroxy terminated oligomer of an
10
11
Table 1
Summary of Chemical Systems of Random Block Copolymers
Soft segments
polypropylene oxide endcapped with polyethylene oxide (PPO-EO) [1.2]
polyethylene adipate (PEA) [3-5]
polycaprolactone (PCP) [6-8]
polytetramethylene oxide (PTMO or PTMEG) [9,10]
hydroxyl terminated polybutadiene (HTPBD) [11,12]
a,(i)-dichlorodimethylsiloxane (DMS) [13,14]
polytetramethylene adipate (PTMA) [16]
polyethylene oxide (PEO) [16]
Hard segments
4,4-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) with 1 , 4-butanediol (EDO) [1-4]
MDI with 1,4-butenediol (BEDO) [17]
MDI with ethylene glycol (EG) [15,20]
MDI with propanediol (PDO) [15]
MDI with hexane diol (HDO) [15.23]
MDI with hydrazine (HH) [25]
MDI with ethylene diamine (EDA) [26]
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDD [18.19]
piprazine (PP) with BDO [21.22]
butylene terephthalate (4GT) [9,24]
polycarbamate (PC) [14,16]
tetramethyl-p-silphenylene siloxane (IMPS) [13]
toluene diisocyanate (TDI) with BDO [11,12]
12
re are
elastomer. The polymer is formed by a step growth reaction. The
no low molecular weight products from the reaction. This fact combined
with the speed of the reaction opens up the possibilities for novel
processing techniques such as reaction injection molding (RIM). The
molecular weight distribution and the sequence distribution of the hard
and soft segments of the polymer formed under ideal conditions (for
example, a stirred solution polymerization) with no phase separation
during the reaction should obey the "most probable" distribution
presented by Flory [27]. It has been proposed that the reaction departs
from ideality due to phase separation during the reaction in the bulk
[11,28,29]. This could be due to either incompatibility of the initial
monomers with each other or incompatibility of oligomers formed during
polymerization with the monomers.
Generally there are two basic synthetic methods for producing
polyurethanes: solution and bulk polymerization. A number of early
fundamental studies were done using solution polymerizations, [21,30,31]
though current emphasis has shifted to bulk polymerization.
Polyurethane bulk polymerization can be subdivided into two main
classes. The first, called batch or hand casting involves mixing all
the monomers in one step with a small amount of catalyst (for example,
0.01 weight percent dibutylt indilaurate (DBIDL) based on the total
weight of diol and polyol) giving relatively slow gel times (greater
than one minute). Often this level of catalyst is used to prepare
plaques of polymer on a bench top scale to test new formulations [2,32].
Another type of batch reaction is called the two step reaction.
13
Initially the polyol is reacted with a stoichiometric excess of the
diisocyanate to give an end capped polyol. This end capped polyol also
contains some free diisocyanate and extended soft segment. The
distribution of end capped soft segment molecules follows the geometric
distribution and has been calculated by Flory [28]. In the second step
a chain extender is added to couple the end capped polyol and react with
the excess diisocyanate to form high polymer. The two step reaction
circumvents any difficulties that might arise due to differences in the
reactivities of the polyol and the chain extender. In the two step
reaction the hard segment block length has a slightly narrower
distribution of lengths than in the one step reaction [34]. The second
type of bulk polymerization is reaction injection molding where higher
catalyst concentrations are used (0.1 wt % DBTDL, based on the weight of
the polyol plus diol, for example). In RIM the polyol, diol and
catalyst are kept in one holding tank while the diisocyanate is kept in
the other. Mixing is done by impinging the two components together at
high velocity in a mix head which then leads into a mold. The gel time
is fast (< 1 minute) and allows for the rapid manufacture of parts. RIM
combines mixing, poljnner izat ion, curing and molding into one step which
allows for substantial savings over conventional plastics processing
techniques. RIM is not restricted to polyure thanes and has recently
been applied to other reactive systems including epoxies, nylon 6 and
various vinyl monomers [35].
It is now understood that in bulk polymerization of polyure thanes
the reaction conditions generally deviate significantly from the ideal
14
homogeneous reaction that was first thought to be occurring
[11,29,30,35]. This deviation is due to phase separation at an early
stage in the reaction due to incompatibility of either the initial
monomers or oligomers produced early in the reaction. In the case of a
symmetric, s tereoregular hard segment, crystallization is an additional
driving force for phase separation. Early phase separation can occur
long before large amounts of high polymer are produced and causes the
hard segment sequence distribution to deviate from the geometric
distribution formed ideally. In the extreme case where the monomers are
incompatible from the beginning the final polymer formed by bulk
pol3nnerization is closer to a blend of the pure hard segment copolymer
with the extended soft segment poljnner than it is to a random block
copolymer [11,36]. This early phase separation has not been studied
extensively and consequently some controversy exists over both the time
and size scales of the phase separation. Early work by Castro et al.
[29] indicated that the phase separation occurred when the average hard
block was greater than about 1.3. They monitored the turbidity of the
reacting mixture as a function of time and found a large increase in the
turbidity at a point in the cure that corresponded to an average hard
block length of 1.3. This conclusion needs to be interpreted in light
of the fact that turbidity measurements are only sensitive to objects
large enought to scatter light (i.e. 0.5 ^m and larger). Hard segment
molecules of length 1.3 are only about 2.5 nm in size. Consequently the
turbidity must be caused by the presence of spherulites or some other
large scale heterogeneity and not by short, individual hard segments.
15
Recently it has been shown by following the polymerization through an
optical microscope coupled to a videotape system that hard segment
spherulites start growing early in reaction while most of the reacting
mixture is still of low viscosity [11]. An interesting experiment would
be to dilute this reacting mixture with a solvent that is good for the
monomers but a nonsolvent for the hard segment polymer. The spherulites
could then be centrifuged, separated and examined by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), x-ray scattering and other techniques.
The realization that bulk reacted polyure thanes have polymerization
conditions and sequence distributions that are far from ideal has
created new interest in solution polymerized polymers and model compound
studies. By going to solution polymerization the hard segment sequence
distribution produced is thought to be much closer to a geometric
distribution because the components (monomers, oligomers and polymer)
stay in solution throughout the reaction and no phase separation occurs.
The interest in model compounds stems from the desire to produce
polyurethanes with monodisperse hard segment lengths. Recently
synthetic routes have been worked out to produce oligomers of 4,4'-
diphenylmethane diisocyanate and 1 ,4-butanediol [37,38]. MDI/BDO is an
important hard segment for commercial application and is probably the
most widely studied polyurethane hard segment. The aim of the model
compound studies is to synthesize BDO/MDI/BDO, BD0(MDI/BD0)2
,
BD0(MDI/BD0)2
* •** monodisperse oligomers and then combine these
with a soft segment to form an AB alternating copolymer of soft segment
and monodisperse hard segment. This type of poljnner would provide the
16
basis for studies to determine the minimum hard segment length necessary
for phase separation. Also of interest would be domain size and
structure, interface widths and mechanical properties as a function of
hard segment length. Eventually polymers containing controlled mixtures
of hard segments of different lengths could be studied. These could
then be related to the properties of the solution polymerized polymers
and finally extended to bulk reacted polyure thanes
. At this writing
much of this work is just beginning in numerous laboratories [37,38].
In the classic work by Harrell [21] a system with model monodisperse
hard segments based on piperazine and BDO was synthesized.
Polyurethanes with hard segment lengths of 1, 2, 3, and 4 were made.
Having a monodisperse hard segment length substantially increased the
modulus, tensile strength and permanent set. Harrell also found
evidence of cocrystallization in blends of polymers with hard segment
lengths differing by only one unit. The goal of the current model
compound studies is to extend this work to the MDI/BDO system.
Specifics for the different types of synthesis can be found in the
literature. Some particularly useful references are: for solution
polymerization; the work by Harrell and Ljnnan [21,31], for batch
polymerization; the work by Zdrahala et al. [38] and for RIM; the work
by Macosko and coworkers [39,40]. Details of the synthesis for the
particular polymers used in this work will be outlined in the
experimental chapter.
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Po 1 ve the r-Po 1 ve s t e r s
Polyether-polyesters are generally synthesized by the melt
transesterification of a mixture of a polymeric glycol, low molecular
weight diol and phthalate ester [9.31]. In the first step the three
components are mixed together in the correct stoichiometric amounts with
an excess of diol and the system is heated up to about 160oc. The ester
group on the phthalic acid transesterif ies with the polymeric glycol and
diol and the alcohol that was coupled to the phthalate ester is driven
off. This alcohol needs to be of lower molecular weight than the diol
so that it is driven off first. The result is a mixture of soft segment
oligomers (polymeric phthalate esters) and hard segment oligomers
(phthalate-diol esters) all terminated with the diol (due to the slight
excess added initially). This reaction mixture is then heated to about
250»C and the excess diol is driven off as the hard and soft segments
undergo a condensation reaction in the melt. The final melt
condensation step of this reaction has generally been considered to be a
single phase. Under these conditions the molecular weight distribution
and the hard and soft segment sequence distributions were thought to
obey a geometric distribution. Recently, evidence is appearing in the
literature that indicates compatibility of the monomers and polymeric
glycol molecular weight can influence the phase behavior in the melt
[42,43]. If the polymeric glycol molecular weight is above 1,000 the
melt becomes two phase and the sequence distributions deviate from
ideality.
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Sequence Distri.bntions
Inherent in the field of poljnner science are the concepts of
distributions and statistics. One of the most fundamental properties of
a polymer is its molecular weight distribution. Random block copolymers
are more complex by having sequence length distributions of both the
hard and soft segments in addition to the molecular weight distribution.
A number of authors have published theoretical treatments of various
aspects of sequence distributions. In addition, experimental evidence
is beginning to appear that indicates sequence distributions can be very
important in determining morphology and mechanical properties and that
for bulk polymerized materials the sequence distributions are far from
ideal
.
Before continuing it would be useful to establish a convention for
determining weight and mole fraction hard segment and define a hard
segment of unit length. For a polyurethane of composition 1/n+l/n where
for every one mole of soft segment there are n+1 moles of diisocyanate
and n moles of chain extender the weight fraction hard segment is given
by:
ndUp) + n(Mp)
Wno = ° ^ (1)
i(M^) + (n + DMg + nM^,
where M^, Mg and M^, are the molecular weights of the soft segment,
diisocyanate and chain extender, respectively. This excludes one mole
of the diisocyanate in the original mixture from contributing to the
hard segment fraction. This is justified because to join two polyol
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molecules one diisocyanate molecule is required and will then be
isolated in the soft segment phase. This method for calculating hard
segment weight fraction differs from the one commonly used in industry
where the total weight of diisocyanate and chain extender are considered
as participating in the hard segment fraction. The mole fraction of
hard segment is given by:
- TTI (2)
This then leads to defining a hard segment length of one as containing
one diisocyanate and one chain extender molecule (for example:
MDI/BDO). In every run of hard segment units there will be one extra
terminal diisocyanate molecule but, strictly speaking, it belongs to the
soft segment molecule to which it is attached. This corresponds to the
definition presented in model II by Peebles [44]. A schematic is given
in Figure 5 for the polypropylene oxide PPO/MDI/BDO system. A
polyurethane of composition 1/8/7 would have a weight fraction of hard
segment Wgg = 0.514 (including all the diisocyanate in the calculation
would have given Wgg = 0.568). The mole fraction hard segment is Xgg =
0.875.
Frensdorff [45] has calculated the block frequency distribution, or
in his words "the fraction of copolymer molecules with a given number of
blocks of specified length". While the statistics calculated by
Frensdorff are interesting they are somewhat obscure because they deal
with the number of times a block of a given length occurs in a single
20
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polymer chain and the number of such chains. His approach starts with
the assumption of ideal conditions which would give rise to classical
Flory statistics.
More useful for understanding sequence distributions are two papers
by Peebles [34.44] that are concerned directly with the overall sequence
distribution with particular emphasis on polyurethane systems. Peebles
calculates the average hard segment length under a variety of
conditions. The most important point of the work is that under ideal
conditions the distribution of hard segment lengths follows a geometric
(Flory) distribution. The basic assumptions involved in the ideal case
are: 1) the two isocyanate groups are of equal reactivity; 2) the
reaction of an isocyanate with a diol is independent of molecular weight
of the diol; 3) if one of the isocyanate groups has reacted the
reactivity of the second is independent of the molecular weight of the
molecule to which it is attached and 4) all monomers are well mixed so
local stoichiometry is maintained. If these conditions exist then the
average hard segment length for a polyurethane or polyether-polyester of
composition 1/n+l/n at complete conversion is given by:
^ ^HS
where Xgg is the mole fraction hard segment given by equation 2. For a
1/8/7 composition polymer FT = 8. The distribution of hard segment
lengths is given by a geometric distribution:
22
where is the number of fraction of hard segment blocks of length k.
Also of interest is the number of fraction of hard segment blocks of a
given length and longer; n/. This is given by summing the
distribution for all blocks k and longer:
V = ^%S^"'^1 -Xhs) (5)
This sum is evaluated easily and gives the simple result:
'^k ^HS (6)
Peebles then extends this work to systems where the reactivities of the
two isocyanate group are not equal. Indeed, it is known that for a
reaction with 1-butanol the second isocyanate group in MDI reacts only
about 1/3 as fast as the first isocyanate group [46]. Taking this into
account Peebles shows that for equivalent conditions the average hard
segment length decreases by about 10% for a factor of three difference
in reactivity of the two isocyanate groups. This shifting of the
average hard segment length to slightly shorter lengths is most
pronounced at 100% conversion. At 99% conversion (a more realistic
result since 100% conversion corresponds to infinite molecular weight)
the effect is smaller. Peebles also compares one step reactions with
two step reactions. In general for a two step reaction the hard segment
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length distribution is narrower than for a one step reaction. An added
complication in the one step reaction is differing reactivities of the
polyol and the chain extender. Peebles points this out but does not
expolore it further. Under ideal conditions both types of reactions
result in the Flory distribution of hard segment block lengths.
Recently Lopez-Serrano et al. [47] have used a recursive approach to
calculate average (but not the entire distribution) of the molecular
weight, chain length and sequence length. They took into account
differing reactivities of the polyol and chain extender with the
diisocyanate but not the different reactivities of the two isocyanate
groups. The average hard segment block length as a function of
conversion is given by:
where is the fractional conversion of the diisocyanate monomer (q = 0
at t = 0 and q = 1 at t = <°) . The analysis of Lope z-Serranno et al.
could be extended to the general case where all reacting groups have
different reactivities but this remains to be done.
Morphology
In semicrystalline block copolymers there are three basic levels of
structure above the sequence distribution. First is the crystal
structure of the hard and/or soft segment. Second is the domain or
crystallite size and shape. Finally there is the arrangement of the
24
domains into various superstructures such as spherulites. fibers and
globules and the interconnectivity of the domains and superstructure.
Each of these categories will be discussed for both the MDI/BDO
polyurethane system and for the 4GT polyether-polyes ter system.
Crystal Structures
Polyurethanes
.
A unit cell for the MDI/BDO hard segment has been
proposed by BlackweU based on twelve reflections from a fiber pattern
of a 50% (by weight) hard segment poly ( tetramethylene adipate ) /MDI/BDO
polyurethane [48]. The cell is triclinic with dimensions: 1^1 = 0.505
nm. Ifel = 0.467 nm, = 3.79 nm. a = 116«>. p = 116°. y = 83. 5». The
calculated crystal density is 1.57 g/cm^. The unit cell contains a
single chain but two monomer units. Hence the fiber repeat corresponds
to two monomer repeats. Blackwell remarks [15] that the crystal density
is too high and the jj, axis may be in error. He also indicates that
there are three reflections in his original pattern that show different
azimuthal arcing. This led him to suggest polymorphism and if he
discards these three reflections and tries to re-index the pattern he no
longer can determine the \i Axis. Wi thou t sny justific&tion he as siime
s
I fel = 1*1 and calculates a new crystalline density of 1,45 g/cm^.
There is no reason for assuming that Ifel = 1^1 and if the diffraction
pattern contains only (hOJl) reflections the axis is simply unknown.
It is interesting to note that Blackwell has the same problem in
assigning a unit cell in the MDI/hexanediol (HDO) system.
In the series of polymers containing MDI with different chain
extenders including ethylene glycol (EDO) , propanediol (PDO) , butanediol
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(BDO) through octanediol (ODO) there appears to be a trend of two
crystal forms existing. One is an extended form that occurs for the
polymers with chain extenders with an even number of carbon atoms. A
contracted form appears to be found for polymers containing an odd
number of carbon atoms in the chain extender [15.49]. The occurrence of
the contracted form for odd numbered chain extenders and the extended
form for even numbered chain extenders is not exclusive and the even
series polymers appear to be able to crystallize in either form. The
even numbered diol polymers may indeed even prefer the contracted form
and transform to the extended form under the application of stress.
Polymorphism has been postulated for MDI/BDO based polyurethanes
previously because of the multiple DSC melting peaks often observed
[2,15]. Some of the work in ths thesis on polyurethanes deals with the
understanding of different crystal forms in MDI/BDO polyurethanes and a
more detailed discussion will be given in the chapter on polyurethane
experimental results.
In addition to the work on polyurethanes there has been considerable
work on model compounds. Methanol capped MDI (MeMDIMe) has been found
to have two polymorphs. One described by Blackwell has assymetry about
the central methylene group [50]. The other structure, determined by
Born and Hocker, has symmetry about the central methylene group [51]. A
crystal structure has also been determined for butanediol end capped MDI
(BDO/MDI/BDO) by Blackwell [52]. Ths compound differs significantly
from the proposed MDI/BDO polymer structure due to hydrogen bonding of
the terminal hydroxyl groups. A summary of unit cells for model
26
compounds is given in Table 2. A series of model compounds have also
been studied by Born et al. [53]. These are diurethanes with the
structure MDI (0(CH2)^0)MDI with n = 2 to 6. Crystal structures have
been determined (but unit cell dimensions are not given) by single
crystal x-ray techniques. The main point of the work was in determining
how the hydrogen bonds are formed. In each case all the possible
hydrogen bonding groups participated in bonds. In the samples with even
numbered glycol units the hydrogen bonds could be formed by just
translating the molecules relative to each other. In case of an odd
numbered glycol section the hydrogen bonds cannot form easily, causing
the molecule to bend in a slight arc along the backbone of the glycol to
bring the amine and carbonyl groups closer together. This distorts bond
angles slightly along the glycol backbone. This strain may account for
the lower melting point of the odd numbered compounds.
Recently new model compounds have been synthesized simultaneously by
two groups; Macosko and coworkers at the University of Minnesota [38]
and by Eisenbach and collaborators at the University of Freiburg, West
Germany [39]. Both groups succeeded in producing BDO(MDI/BDO)^ with n =
1, 2 and 3. The Freiburg group has also synthesized the series
MDI(BDO/MDI)^ n = 1, 2, 3 and 4 wi thou t the te rmina 1 i socyaua te groups
•
There are only preliminary results so far but for oligomers up to 4 no
evidence of chain folding was found and it appears that lateral packing
of the oligomers is very similar that seen the the polymer. A more
thorough discussion will appear in a later chapter. In a previous study
chain folding was observed by Kern et al. for oligomers of hexane
diisocyanate with die thyletherdiol of lengths n 2 ^ [18].
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Polyether-Polyesters
.
Two crystal structures have been published
for the poly(butylene terephthalate ) (4GT) homopolymer
. The p phase
appears from the a phase through a solid state transformation induced by
mechanical deformation (stretching) [54]. A number of papers have
published structures for both the a and p phases [55-57]. A review
article by Desborough and Hall comments on the different structures and
provides "best fit" models for both phases [58]. The best fit unit cell
for the a form is 1^1 = 0.486 nm. Ifel = 0.596 nm, Ul = 1.165 nm. a =
99. 7». 3 = 116.00. y = 110. 8«. the cell is triclinic and has a crystal
density of 1.398 g/cm^ The unit cell for the p form is also triclinic
with Iftl = 0.469 nm. Ifel = 0.580 nm. = 1.300 nm. a = 101. 9<>, p =
120. 5», y = 105. 0» and has a crystalline density of 1.360 g/cm^. It is
interesting to note that the main difference between the a and p forms
is in the £ axis which becomes longer under stress (p form). The
packing in the
^-fe plane stays relatively unchanged. The change in
the £ axis is due to a conformational change in the butanediol residue.
In the a form (unstressed) the BDO section takes on a higher energy
kinked conformation [57,58]. Presumably this conformation allows better
packing of the terephthaloyl residues (possibly allowing n-n bonding
between phenyl rings) and thereby lowering the total energy of the
system. From x-ray data the conformation of the -O-CHj-CHj-CHj-CHj-O-
residue is approximately tg^g'*'tg~g~t [58]. The gauche bonds are
actually part way between gauche and trans. Upon stretching the
conformation changes to the all trans conformation which gives rise to
the increase in length of the £ axis. This phase change is
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discontinuous and reversible, beginning at about 4% strain with most of
the a phase being transformed by 12% strain. In addition to x-ray
diffraction the phase change has been studied by infrared [59.60],
mechanical testing [61-63] and broadline NMR techniques [64]. The ^^MR
study raised some questions about the conformation of the chain in the
relaxed form. Very little change in the conformation of the BDO residue
was seen on stretching. The model for the p form fit the data
satisfactorily while none of the proposed models for the o form would.
The discrepancy was postulated to be due to a conformation change in the
terephthaloyl residue on stretching. This is in direct disagreement
with the x-ray results which are sensitive to changes in the
terephthaloyl residue. No explanation on how the terephthaloyl section
could change its conformation sufficiently to explain the data was given
and nor is one obvious. In summary, the conformational change of the
BDO residue is interesting and should be kept in mind because of its
possible relevance to the MDI/BDO polyurethane system. Currently it is
not known whether polyether-polyesters based on 4GT undergo the same
phase change with strain.
Domain Size and Shape
Polyure thanes
. Based on work presented in this thesis and other
studies beginning to appear in the literature [65-68] it is apparent
that the hard segment units of random block copolymers crystallize as
lamellae. Still, if one collects models from the literature there is an
enormous variety in the conceptualization of the appearance of hard
segment domains (see Figure 6). A number of the early models can be
30
MDI/BDO
Figure 6. Collection of proposed models for the morphology of
random block copolymers compiled from the literature, a) Ref. [4]; b)
Ref. [48]; c) Ref. [69]; d) Ref. [3]; e) Ref. [3]; f) Ref. [70]; g)
Ref. [72]; h) Ref. [66]; i) Ref. [1]; j) Ref. [82]; k) Ref. [71];
1) Ref. [701; m) Ref. [17]; n) Ref. [74]; o) Ref. [73].
Figure 6 (cont.)
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ain
discarded because they have been replaced by more sophisticated
versions. The early model by Bonart [4] (see Figure 6a) used to expl
the presence of a off-meridonal chain axis reflection in drawn MDI/BDO
based urethanes has been superseded by the model proposed by Blackwell
[48] (see Figure 6b), though, there still exists some controversy over
the details of this new model [15.53]. In addition, the early model of
Cooper et al. [69] (see Figure 6c) has been replaced because it is too
simplistic. One of the reasons for the plethora of models present is
that each one has been used to explain the one or two effects that the
particular author was concerned with, consequently a number of them are
essentially one dimensional in that they explain only certain specific
results. By presenting a lamellar model one is able to explain all the
important facts known about polyure thanes and not have to invoke any
strange morphologies at odds with the accepted concepts of polymer
physics. Polymers classically crystallize in the form of thin lamellae
and there is no reason to assume polyurethanes should not conform to
this expectation. The characteristic of hard segment domains acting as
physical crosslinks for the soft segment matrix is well suited by hard
segment lamellae. The fact that almost all crystalline polyurethanes
show a well defined peak in the small angle x-ray scattering curve is
also explained by a lamellar morphology. Indeed, if a random two phase
model were chosen one would not expect such a scattering maxima. The
models presented by Ophir and Wilkes [70] (see Figure 6f and 1) to
demonstrate different boundary layer thicknesses at the sides and ends
of the domains is unnecessary as this is inherent in the formation of
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polymer lamellae. The order-disordering as a function of heat treatment
explained by the model presented by Hesketh et al. [71] (see Figure 6k)
can be accommodated by lamellae easily. It should be noted that
lamellae were proposed by Wilkes and Yusek [72] (see Figure 6g) in 1973
in their x-ray study of oriented polyurethanes and what is needed is a
reaffirmation of this postulate. The concept is not new.
Part of the problem with understanding of polyurethane morphology
has been in the inconclusive nature of the electron microscopy studies
done to date. Electron microscopy, a classical tool in the elucidation
of polymer structure, has been generally misleading with respect to
polyurethane morphology. The early papers utilizing electron microscopy
to study the domain structure presented a confusing view of randomly
oriented, equiaxed domains on the order of ten nanometers in size [8.74-
76]. It has since been shown that these micrographs do not represent
the morphology of the polymer at all [77]. Instead they depict
spatially filtered (by the electron microscope transfer function) random
density and/or thickness variations - essentially indistinguishable from
noise. Unfortunately these papers have often been quoted in the
literature and review articles [78,79]. Later, when electron microscopy
studies began to delve into the true morphology of polyurethanes
[1,2,7,68] it proved to be more complicated than previously realized and
dominated by various superstructures such as spherulites and globules.
Schneider et al. [1] and Chang et al. [2] examined the morphology of
bulk polymerized MDI/BDO based polyurethanes by microtomy and
transmission electron microscopy. Resolution is limited in microtomed
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sections due to projection problems but they were able to resolve a
fibrillar or lath-shaped internal structure of the hard segment
spherulites that was about 30 nm in diameter. In solution cast films of
high hard segment content (77 weight percent) Briber and Thomas found
two types of hard segment spherulites. one which was made up of
radiating bundles of lamellae [68]. These bundles probably correspond
to the fibrillar structure observed in microtomed sections. Dark field
microscopy of the solution cast films indicated that the individual
lamellae within the bundles were about 12 nm thick and 50 - 80 nm in
length.
Hard segment domain size has also been examined by wide angle x-ray
scattering. Blackwell has performed line broadening analysis on the
(00«,) reflections for a series of MDI/diol polyTire thanes [80]. The
crystal size measured from the (OOJl) reflection for MDI/BDO was about
^001 " ^'^ Blackwell then used the fact that this reflection is 3T>
off the meridian to estimate the crystal thickness along the chain axis.
He calculates a crystal thickness of about 12 nm (Lqq^/cos37<' ) and notes
that this corresponds to the extended length of the average hard segment
sequence. From this he concludes that chain folding does not occur.
The actual crystal size in the chain direction cannot be determined
unequivocally from the data. The crystals could be less than 12 nm
thick if the crystals were relatively wide (lamellar). Conversely, they
could be thicker than 12 nm for long and narrow crystals (needle-
shaped). What can be said is tha t the crys ta 1 s canno t be narrower
(perpendicular to the fiber) than about 5.8 nm (LQQ^sinS?^) or thinner
35
(along the chain axis) than about 7.7 nin (Loo^cos37o )
.
Because the morphology is extremely complicated and the presence of
spherulites has obscured the understanding of the individual domains the
overall picture of polyurethane morphology has remained cloudy. Yet
just the observation of spherulitic texture in polyurethanes is another
piece of collaborating evidence for the formation of hard segment
lamellae. A major portion of this thesis is devoted to the
understanding of hard segment spherulites and the domains within them.
Recent SAXS work by Koberstein and Stein [66] has resulted in yet
another lamellar model of the hard segment morphology (see Figure 6h)
.
Hard segment sequences in a polyurethane based on MDI/BDO are postulated
to aggregate in the form of lamellae with paracrystall ine ordering and
chain folding. The chain folding leads to diffuse phase boundaries in
the MDI/BDO system. The toluene diisocyanate/BDO system was also
examined. Some phase mixing was observed here but a lamellar model
still correlated well with the data. While the SAXS development by
Koberstein was quite extensive and elaborate the samples examined were
bulk polymerized using a two step reaction with 10,000 molecular weight
polypropylene oxide triol which is likely to be incompatible with the
diol leading to an inhomogeneous polymerization [81]. The need for a
fundamental morphology study on well characterized solution polymerized
samples is apparent.
Po 1 ve the r-Po 1 ye s t e r
s
. The crystallization behavior of polyether-
polyester system should be parallel to that of the various polyurethanes
in general terms. Specifics will be different as they are between any
36
two polymers. In reviewing the literature on polyether-polyesters it is
immediately obvious that much less has been done on these systems than
on polyurethanes. The early fundamental structure-property work was
done by Cella and has been summarized in a number of articles [9,82,83].
The morphological model presented by Cella is shown in Figure 6j . It
consists of interpenetrating crystalline domains. The crystalline
domains are lamellar in nature and consist of long polyester (4GT)
sequences with the polyether and short 4GT segments rejected to the
amorphous phase. Chain folding was postulated for the 4GT crystals by
Cella [82]. Another short but intriguing paper on the subject of
polyether-polyester morphology has been published by Seymour et al.
[84]. The experiments included chemical etching and GPC, small angle
light scattering (SALS) and dynamic mechanical experiments. The
polymers all exhibited small angle light scattering patterns
characteristic of a spherulitic superstructure. The samples were
chemically etched for 16h at 90^C with 40% aqueous methylamine. This
etching treatment is known to selectively degrade the amorphous regions
of polyesters [85]. After the etching treatment GPC was run. A low
molecular weight peak was measured that corresponds to a lamellar
thickness of 7 to 8 monomer units. Evidence of chain folding was given
by a high molecular weight shoulder occurring at twice the molecular
weight of the primary peak. This corresponds to chains that traverse
the crystal, fold and re-enter the crystal. This high molecular weight
peak gradually disappears with longer etching time as the fold surface
is slowly degraded. Also interesting to note is that the magnitude of
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the GPC peak (i.e the crystal core thickness) did not depend on
composition. It was independent of the hard segment concentration over
the range from 50% to 80% hard segment (by weight). The latest
morphological studies on these polyether-polyesters were performed by
Wegner's group at the University of Freiburg [24.86.87]. In their view
the morphology consists of spherulitic aggregations of hard segment
lamellae. They postulate that both short sequences and long sequences
are excluded from the crystals with the lamellae being composed almost
exclusively of sequences equal to the average length of the hard
segment. The long sequences were thought to be excluded because the
degree of crystallinity was much less than what would be expected if all
the sequences greater than or equal to the average length were to
crystallize. In addition Wegner et al. [24] found multiple melting
peaks were usually observed and that upon annealing the lower peaks
would merge into the highest temperature one which then would not change
on further annealing. It is difficult from a physical point of view to
understand why the long hard segment sequences would be excluded from
the crystal when they could cooperate in crystallization by folding. It
is also important to note that the strange behavior of the melting point
not changing on annealing has not been observed by others studying the
same system. In fact Shih has recently presented data showing T^^^ as a
function of annealing temperature [88]. Another possible explanation is
that the lowest temperature DSC peak observed by Wegner et al. is due to
the crystals that form on annealing and the multiple melting peaks are
due to melting and recrystallization rather than exclusion and
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segregation by sequence length.
Electron microscopy has been used as a tool in most of the
polyether-polyester morphology studies mentioned previously and in
general the average quality of the data is significantly better than in
similar studies on polyurethanes
. Cella examined both solution cast
films and microtomed sections and observed thin lamellae [9.82]. In the
solution cast films the lamellae are approximately 10 nm thick. In the
microtomed section the lamellae are much less distinct and only 2.5 -
3.0 nm thick. In both cases the samples were stained with
phosphotungstic acid. In the latter case the lamellar thickness
corresponds to only 2 or 3 monomer repeat units and is too small to
evaluate on the basis of one micrograph. A through focus series of
micrographs and knowledge of the microscope operating conditions would
be needed. The lamellar nature of the polyether-polyesters has been
also observed by Wegner et al. who have developed a negative stain that
outlines the crystals [67]. To stain the sample allylamine is diffused
in to the specimen and then the sample is exposed to OsO^ vapors. The
OsO^ reacts with the double bonds in the allylamine which is present in
the amorphous regions. This effectively outlines the boundaries of the
lamellae. The lamellae can be then seen to be very uniform in thickness
and extending over many microns in length.
In addition to the DSC and electron microscopy studies small angle
x-ray scattering has been done, primarily by Bandara and Droscher [89]
and Wegner et al. [24]. Generally the SAXS results indicate that the
polymers behave similar to homopolymers, with the long period increasing
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with higher annealing temperatures. If the annealing temperatures are
normalized to relative undercooling (since T„ depends on composition)
all the long period data falls roughly on the same master curve [24].
In addition to following the long period as a function of
crystallization conditions Bandara and Droscher calculated one
dimensional correlation functions, y(x); specific inner surface areas;
average chord lengths', lamellar thickness (from y(x)): transition zone
thickness and the mean squared electron density fluctuation. <ti^>; as a
function of undercooling and composition. In general the data is
consistent as a function of undercooling with the samples crystallized
at high temperatures (low undercooling) exhibiting larger crystals,
lower internal surface area and better phase separation. However their
data are anomalous for the sample containing an intermediate hard
segment content which has, oddly, the largest long period and crystal
thickness (both measured from y(x)) and the smallest internal surface
area. The mean squared electron density fluctuation. <ti^>. also shows a
maximum at the intermediate composition but this is to be expected
because of the dependence of <ti > on the product of the volume fraction
of the two phases, ^\^2' '^^^^ * maximum at a 50/50 composition.
In this study Bandara and Droscher measured the interface widths between
the two phases and found it to be 0.6 nm for the sigmoidal interface
profile model, independent of sample composition and undercooling. The
absolute value of interface widths measured by SAXS is not reliable
making comparison between systems very difficult. Indeed, measurements
on polys tyrene-polyisoprene block copolymers, known to be incompatible
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and thought to possess relatively sharp interfaces gives a sigmoidal
boundary thickness of about 0.4-0.8 nm [90.91]. Therefore the absolute
value of 0.6 nn for a system that should have inherently diffuse
boundaries seems low. Phase boundary thickness have also been measured
for polyure thanes. Ophir and Wilkes [73] found that polyether soft
segment based polyurethanes gave a sharper interface (0.5 nm) than
polyester based ones (1.0 nm)
. Previously Bonart and Muller [92,93]
measured diffuse boundaries in the range of 0.8 - 1.2 nm for a sigmoidal
model. In a recent paper by Koberstein and Stein SAXS diffuse boundary
measurements were made on a MDI/BDO and a TDI/BDO based polyurethane
with a polypropylene oxide soft segment [94]. The measurements were
made on a variety of apparatus with different analysis methods and
yielded self consistent results. The TDI/BDO system was found to have
sharper phase boundaries than the MDI/BDO system. Values measured were
0.6 nm for TDI/BDO and 1.0 nm for MDI/BDO. These numbers were based on
a sigmoidal boundary model. Boundary measurements have also been made
by Deeper and Schneider [95] and Van Bogart et al. [65]. In these
papers and in Ophir and Wilkes' work mentioned previously the interface
was modeled with a linear gradient. All the results were in the range
of 0.5 - 1.5 nm which if converted to a sigmoidal model (linear = Yl2
sigmoidal) give boandaries in the 0.1 - 0.4 nm range. These are
significantly smaller than the values calculated by Koberstein and
Bonart. Part of the reason lies in the different ranges of scattering
vector £ chosen by the various authors over which the data was fit with
the model. Consequently the absolute values of the interface thickness
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are model dependent while relative numbers for comparing a series of
samples generally appear to be reasonable. Values of 0.1-0.4 nm are on
the order of a few covalent bond lengths which, given the disorder
inherent in polymer systems, is too small to be realistic.
Two other systems of random block copolymers on which morphology
studies have been done are worth mentioning. The first is a polymer
based on tetramethyl-p-silphenylene siloxane (IMPS) as the crystalline
hard segment and dimethyl siloxane (DMS) as the soft segment. Magill
and coworkers have found that the IMPS crystallizes readily in the form
of lamellae, excluding the soft segment from the crystals [13.96,97].
In fact the authors were able to grow single crystals from dilute
solution down to compositions of 30 weight percent of the crystallizable
component CmPS).
The other system of interest is one based also on DMS as the soft
segment with polycarbonate as the hard segment. A phase separated
microdomain structure has been deduced from vibrational spectroscopy for
these polymers [98]. Electron microscopy determination of the
morphology has proven inconclusive, showing only phase contrast noise
structure in the case of solution cast films [14] and the possible
mistaken identification of graphite flakes for single crystals grown
from dilute solution [99].
It is significant that single crystals of random block copolymers
can be prepared, both from dilute solution [13] and from the melt
crystallization of thin films [this thesis. Chapter V]. In both cases
the crystal lattice appears to be essentially undisturbed by the
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presence of the soft segment leading one to the conclnsion th.t the
POlyol is exclnded fro. the eryst.l. It is apparent In so.e di- and
triblool copolymer systems it is .ctn.lly easier to gro. single crystals
of the cryst.lli..bl. block than it is from the homopolymer [100]. Tlis
is also the case .ith the poly.ther-polyester single crystals studied in
this thesis.
Clearly an improved picture of the size and shape of the hard
segment domains in random block copolymers containing crystallizabile
hard segments is developing due to the increasing number of fundamental
studies appearing in the literature. The domains are lamellar, on the
order of 7 to 12 nm thick with the crystal core being composed of
relatively pure hard segment. The reason that there does not appear to
be any soft segment incorporated into the hard segment lattice as
defects may be that since the soft segment is already an oligomer it
would cost too much energy to be added as a defect. This is different
from the case of normal
-fAB-)-^^ random copolymers where the B unit is
approximately the same size as the A unit and is generally found as
defects in the A lattice, at least at low concentrations [101-103].
Despite the agreement on a lamellar morphology considerable
controversy still exists over the details of the picture. The question
as to how the sequence distribution affects the crystallization behavior
is still not clear. Obviously the sequence distribution will affect
crystal thickness, growth rates and crystal perfection. It has been
demonstrated theoretically that at the same undercooling copolymer
crystals will be thinner and grow slower than the corresponding
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homopoly»er [101]. Yet at the sa»e absolute crystallization temperature
the copolymer crystals will be thicker due to their lower melting
temperature and hence smaller undercooling. One idea is that the
average sequence length determines the ultimate crystal size [24.80].
This view is somewhat simplistic since crystallization conditions also
play an important role. Still the equilibrium thickness has to be
controlled by the sequence distribution. An interesting experiment
would be crystallize a random block copolymer (say a polyether-
polyester) under high pressure to force equilibrium conditions.
Homopolymers crystallized under high pressure are known to form extended
chain crystals with fractionation by molecular weight [104]. It might
be possible to pressure-fractionate the hard segment units by their
sequence distribution.
If the ultimate crystal size attained is controlled by the average
sequence length the question naturally arises as to how the longer
sequences participate in crystallization. Arguments both for [66,82.84]
and against [24.80] chain folding exist. Still it is unclear why the
longest sequences could crystallize without chain folding. For a
MDI/BDO based polyurethane of 1/8/7 composition (51% by weight hard
segment) the average hard segment is 8 units long with 13% of the
sequences being sixteen units or longer. If the crystal size were
limited to about 8 units one would expect that most of the sequences
twice as large as the crystal might fold. The chemical etching and GPC
results presented by Seymour [84] and the single crystal lamellae and
(hkO) diffraction patterns presented in this thesis clearly points to
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some degree of folding.
.orpholog,
„, „nd„. Mocl copolymers confining amorphous hard
segments is relatival, unexplored. Recent worl by
.oberstein has lead
t. a lamellar model for a TDl based system [66]. This .as a limited
stndy confined to SAXS of on. sample at a single composition so no
generalizations are possible. Tie obvious analogy between amorphous
random block copolymer, and di- and tri-blocl copolymers is intriguing
.nd the relationship between composition and morphology is unknown. The
variation of morphology from spheres to cylinder, to lamellae is w.U
documented for di- and tri-blocks but has not been addressed in other
sys tems
.
Snperstructnre
Polyurethanes
. Spherultic superstructure has been observed in
polyurethanes by a number of authors [1.2.7.8.17.22.68,74] and different
models have been proposed [1.17.74]. In MDI/BDO based polyurethanes an
interesting situation exists. Spherulites have been observed in as-
polymerized samples [1.2] and solvent cast films [17.68.74]. Yet if the
spherulites formed initally are melted and the sample cooled they will
not reform [2.68.105]. It is necessary to have high mobility due to the
presence of either monomers (i.e. during the polymerization) or solvent
(during solution casting) to induce spherulitic crystallization
[2,68,105]. In bulk MDI/BDO based polyurethanes two types of
spherulites have been observed. Alpha spherulites are generally small
and diffuse while beta spherulites are larger and have a coarse
fibrillar structure [2]. A large part of this thesis is concerned with
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Characterizing spherulites in thin solution cast fil„s and understanding
their structure. In this work two types of spherulites have also been
Observed. Type I spherulites are disordered, non-birefringent and are
composed of very small crystallites. Type II spherulites are highly
ordered, negatively birefringent and contain radially oriented lath
shaped lamellae [68]. The Type I and II spherulites are believed to
correspond to the alpha and beta spherulites. respectively, that are
observed in the bulk. A more complete description of the structure of
these spherulites is given in Chapter IV.
Chang and Thomas found that spherulite size decreased strongly with
decreasing hard segment in solution cast films of polyester/MDI/BDO
polyurethane. Hard segment spherulites were present down to 23 weight
percent hard segment [8]. Fridman and Thomas examimed solution cast
films of a PPO-EO/MDI/butene diol (BEDO) based polyurethane by electron
microscopy with the idea that the hard segment could then be stained by
OSO4 due to the double bond present [17]. Problems exist with this
technique because BEDO can exist as either trans or cis isomers and the
two undoubtedly have different crystal structures. In addition OsO
4^
will diffuse only very slowly into the hard segment regions due to their
crystallinity. Still insight was gained from the observation that the
centers of the spherulites stained preferentially. This was explained
with the idea that as the polymers precipitate from solution the longest
hard segment sequences precipitate first and hence the center of the
spherulite has the highest hard segment concentration. A model was also
proposed for the radial branching and hard segment domain structure.
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The model is pseudo-lamellar incorporating different hard segment
lengths within the crystals and soft segment material between the
lamellae (see Figure 6m). No mention of chain folding was made.
Wilkes et al. [22.74] studied the spherulitic superstructure of the
monodisperse hard segment piperazine based polyurethanes prepared by
Barren [21]. Surprisingly. Wilkes observed spherulites by scanning
electron microscopy down to hard segment length of n = 2 (38 weight
percent hard segment). SALS patterns indicative of spherulitic
structures were observed even at n = 1. Based on incomplete evidence
and some obscure reasoning Wilkes proposed that the hard segment chains
were oriented radially and the crystallites (lamellae) stacked
tangetially (see Figure 6n). How these "backwards" spherulites grow is
very difficult to conceptualize since the basic assumptions of
spherulite growth involve radially oriented crystals [106]. In polymers
radially oriented lamellae naturally leads to tangentially oriented
chains. It could be possible that in the piperazine urethanes the
chains are inclined at an acute angle to the lamellar surface which
would give rise to a chain orientation deviating significantly from
tangential.
In addition to spherulites another morphological superstructure is
often observed in bulk polymerized polyurethanes. These are
aggregations of noncrystalline or poorly crystallized hard segments
termed globules. Globules have been observed in a number of different
polyurethane systems all having the common characteristic of being bulk
reacted [2,7,11]. It is believed that globules arise due to phase
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separation that occurs either early in the reaction as with the MDI/BDO
system or the separation is present from the start as with other systems
[11]. Globules are in the same size range as spherulites (1 - 10
microns) and influence the mechanical properties significantly. Clearly
if the hard segment is aggregated in large discrete regions it will not
be as effective a physical crosslinking agent as if it was dispersed in
small (10 - 20 nm) domains.
Polyether-Polyesters
. Polybutylene terephthalate is known to form
two distinct types of spherulites characterized by their individual SALS
patterns. In "normal" 4GT spherulites the typical four leaf clover seen
in light scattering patterns is at 45« with respect to the polarizer
and analyzer directions. In "abnormal" 4GT spherulites the four leaf
clover is coincident with the polarizer and analyser directions. This
same phenomenon has been observed in 4GT based polyether-polyesters
[84,107,108], Recent work by Roche et al. utilizing scanning
transmission electron microscopy and microdif fraction indicates that in
the normal spherulites the radial direction corresponds to the [2T0]*
direction (asterisk denotes a reciprocal lattice direction) [109]. In
the abnormal spherulites, which are generally found in solution cast
films, microdiffraction indicates that the [Til]* is radially oriented.
A number of possible models have been presented to explain abnormal
spherulites including tangentially oriented lamellae [107], As with the
polyurethanes it would be very difficult to postulate a growth mechanism
for this tjrpe of spherulite. A more likely explanation is that of
radially oriented lamellae and chains inclined to the lamellar surface.
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An interesting crystallization feature observed by Zhu and Wegner
[86.871 in isothermally crystallized polyether-polyesters is that at
small undercoolings birefringent aggregates can be observed growing
scattered throughout the melt. They do not exhibit the usual
spherulitic maltese cross extinction pattern in polarized light because
they contain only a few relatively large lamellae and therefore do not
have a fine enough texture and broad enough range of orientations to
show the maltese cross. As a rule these birefringent aggregates stop
growing long before they impinge. The matrix surrounding the aggregates
never appears to crystallize at T^ even after long times. Yet if the
sample is quenched and then annealed at a temperature below the original
crystallization temperature new crystals form at the edges of the
previous aggregates, indicating there was hard segment material present
in the matrix that was unable to crystallize at the original T
. At the
c
new lower, annealing temperature this material crystallizes using the
aggregates formed earlier as a nucleation site. A possible explanation
for this behavior is that at the original, high T^ the stable crystal
thickness is large and only relatively long hard segment sequences are
able to crystallize. Shorter sequences are unable to traverse the
crystal and hence can not participate in crystallization. When the
sample is subsequently annealed at a lower temperature the stable
crystal thickness is less and shorter sequences can then crystallize,
forming the new growth observed at the edes of the birefringent
aggregates. This would mean that fractionation of the hard segment
sequences can occur according to length but not because of
4 9
incompatibility between segments of different lengths,
.atber due to
special crystallization conditions. An interesting experiment would be
to crystallize the same sample at a series of different undercoolings
allowing steady state conditions to be reached at each temperature. The
sample should then contain a number of discrete populations of crystal
thicknesses, each with its own melting point. SAXS and WAXS (line
broadening) as a function of temperature should then be able to follow
the melting of the different populations.
In addition to spherulites shish-kebob morphology has been observed
for polyether-polyesters based on 4GT and PTMEG crystallized under
shear. Zhu and Wegner found by shearing a thin molten film between two
cover glasses strain induced crystallization occurred with an enhanced
rate of crystallization and the formation of shish-kebob structures
[86].
Nature o f the Soft Segment Phasft
Polyurethanes
.
Generally the difference between the observed soft
segment and the of the pure soft segment is taken as a measure of
the phase separation. Any hard segment units dispersed in the soft
segment phase will raise the T^. For the MDI/BDO based polyurethanes
with PPO-EO soft segment it was found by Zdrahala et al. that for 2.000
molecular weight soft segment and below phase mixing was observed but
above 2,000 molecular weight good phase separation was obtained [33].
It has also been shown that for constant polyol molecular weight more
phase mixing occurs with a polyester soft segment than with a polyether
one [73,110]. Bulk polymerized polybutadiene soft segment based
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polynrethanes generally show a very high degree of phase separation
[111] but this is partly due to incompatibility of the monomers and the
polymer being closer to a blend than a random block copolymer [11,36].
Infrared studies have also been done to measure the quantity of hard
segment dispersed in the soft segment phase [112.113]. The method works
well on polyether based polyurethanes because there are no carbonyl
groups in the soft segment. In most infrared studies of polyurethanes
it has been found that virtually all the NH groups are hydrogen bonded.
In a polyether based polyurethane the NH group can bond to either a
carbonyl group in the hard segment phase or to an ether oxygen in the
soft segment phase. From the carbonyl band it is relatively straight
forward to measure the fraction of aggregated hard segments from the
area of the hydrogen bonded carbonyl peak. Consequently the area of the
non-hydrogen bonded carbonyl peak gives a measure of the fraction of
urethane sequences dissolved in the soft segment phase. It has been
found by Sung et al. [112] and Seymour et al. [113] that on the order of
40 - 70% of the hard segment sequences participate in forming hard
segment domains. Better phase separation (i.e. less hard segment
sequences in the soft segment phase) is observed for higher
concentration hard segment samples and after annealing below the melting
point.
For soft segment of 1,000 molecular weight and less, no
crystallinity is generally observed even if the soft segment is capable
of crystallizing. The soft segment is believed to aggregate between the
hard segment lamellae along with short hard segment sequences [17].
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Recently Chau and Geil observed soft segment lamellae in a stress
crystallized P^A (M^ = 2.000) /MDI/BDO based polynrethane by dark field
electron microscopy [114]. Tl^is was as special case because tbe polymer
was only 5 weight percent hard segment. Lamellae up to 30 nm thick were
observed but chain folding was postulated not to be occurring based on
the extended contour length of 14.2 nm of a single soft segment unit.
This neglects to take into account the soft segment sequence
distribution which for this composition give an average length of 4.3
units. Hence it appears it is possible for chain folding to be
occurring especially if some of the diisocyanate units are incorporated
as defects in the crystal lattice. It is known that the chain extended
soft segment crystallizes about an order of magnitude slower than the
pure (no diisocyanate units) homopolymer as measured by density balance
methods [19]. The crystallization process was undoubtedly slowed by the
presence of diisocyanate units as defects.
In a series of papers by Wilkes the time dependent behavior of phase
separation has been studied [73,115]. After aging a polyurethane sample
at room temperature for a long time (typically many days) the sample is
heated to 150« - 170»C for 5 minutes, well below the hard segment T
.n
The sample is then quenched to room temperature and any phase mixing
that occurred is measured and monitored as a function of time. Phase
mixing was measured by following SAXS intensity at fixed angle (near the
interference peak maximum). Young's modulus and the soft segment T all
as a function of time. Immediately after quenching the SAXS intensity
and Young's modulus are lower and the soft segment T is higher than
8
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before the thermal treatment. Over a period of a few hours all the
parameters returned to their initial values. This was taken as evidence
that virtually complete phase mixing had occurred at the elevated
temperature and upon quenching to room temperature phase separation
would occur with the original structure gradually reforming (see Figure
60). Hesketh et al. [70] did similar experiments and found that
crystalline hard segments showed less propensity to phase mix. Yet
Wilkes was examining systems based on MDI/BDO which is known to
crystallize. It is difficult to fit this idea of complete phase mixing
into the known framework of polyurethane morphology for the MDI/BDO
based system because it is well known that annealing of these systems
promotes hard segment crystallization and ordering [7,68]. This is
difficult to explain if all the hard segments phase mix well below T
in*
Kwei has monitored the soft segment glass transition temperature for
a PIKO/MDI/BDO based polyurethane as a function of annealing for various
times at different temperatures by DSC [116]. The glass transition was
found to decrease with annealing time and reach a plateau value for any
given annealing temperature. The plateau temperature was found to
increase with increasing annealing temperature. Kwei explained this
effect by postulating that the short hard segment sequences become
soluble in the soft segment phase at elevated temperatures causing the
soft segment T^ to increase. This partial phase mixing provides a more
reasonable framework to interpret the experiments of Wilkes and
coworkers.
Polvether-Polvesters . It is fairly well established that the soft
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segment phase in PIMEG/4GT based polyether-polyesters is a „ixed phase
containing soft segment and short hard segment sequences. For VTMEG of
1.000 molecular weight the glass transition shows a strong dependence on
hard segment content [9.24]. Wegner et al. plotted the observed glass
transition versus the weight fraction non-crystalline hard segment. n.e
graph extrapolates to the glass transition of the soft segment at one
limit and that of the hard segment at the other [24]. The weight
fraction of non-crystalline hard segment was not normalized to the
amount of the amorphous phase present. If this is done the
extrapolation does not work as well. NMR data supports a model of
interpenetrating amorphous soft segment and crystalline hard segment
domains with sharp boundaries and some short hard segment sequences
present in the amorphous regions [117,118].
The work of Kwei and Wilkes and the ideas of segregation of short
hard segment sequences to the soft segment phase and segregation of
different hard segment lengths to different crystals raises the question
of kinetics versus thermodyanmics in phase separation. Given the
opportunity and infinite time one would expect that all hard segment
sequences would try to phase separate and crystallize with other
segments of the same length. The incompatibilty of the different
segments and the known dependence of crystallization on molecular weight
dictate this. In reality kinetics will control the situation and the
system will be far from equilibrium. The occurrence of mixed crystals
containing sequences of different lengths and dissolved hard segment
units in the soft segment phase is to be expected, but since this state
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is kinetically controlled it should be very dependent on past sample
history. Yet. little attention has been paid to the initial state
and/or the path taken to prepare the samples for any subsequent
measurements. A brief survey of the literature reveals preparation
techniques as diverse as quenching from the melt, long term "aging" at
room temperature, solvent casting, annealing at high temperature, spin
casting from both single and mixed solvents, etc. To an unbiased
observer it might appear fortuitous that there is any agreement over the
morphological detail of random block copolymers at all. Too often
claims are made that a series of measurements on a particular set of
samples, subjected to a given set of conditions, yield morphological
relationships that are general to all systems under all conditions.
There is a definite need for more attention to be paid to the initial
state of the specimens under examination.
Morpholoev Changes on Deformation
Mechanical property measurements of random block copolymers abound
in the literature. Both small strain (rheovibron type experiments) and
large strain (in order to measure the ultimate properties) types of
experiments have been done [2.110,119]. There have been relatively few
studies of the rearrangement of the morphology during deformation but
some interesting observations have been made.
A feature of both polyether-polyesters and polyurethanes is that at
low elongations (< 100%) the hard segment lamellae orient with their
long axis parallel to the stretch direction [3,110.120-122]. This
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results in the hard segment chains being oriented perpendicular to the
draw direction. T^is effect has been measured by following the infrared
dichroism of a absorption band associated with the hard segments as a
function of strain [120-122]. Bonart has also observed this initial
transverse orientation by x-ray diffraction [3]. Figure 6d shows a
model proposed by Bonart for explaining the transverse orientation of
hard segment domains at low strains. In contrast to the hard segment
domains the soft segment exhibits orientation with the chain axis
parallel to the stretch direction at all elongations. Eventually, at
high elongations, the hard segment chains also orient in the draw
direction. Presumably what is occurring is that at low elongations (and
low hard segment content) the hard segment lamellae, which are imbedded
in a soft segment matrix begin to orient with their long axis parallel
to the draw direction due to moment arm applied to them by the
surrounding soft segment. An analogy can be made to a glass fiber in a
rubber matrix which will orient into the stretch direction due to torque
on its ends as the rubber is strained. As the elongation increases some
of the soft segment chains become fully extended and transfer the load
directly to the hard segments in the domains to which they are
covalently bonded. These hard segments are pulled out of the domains
causing a breakdown of the lamellae. Eventually the original domains
are destroyed and the hard segment units are aligned parallel to the
draw direction (see Figure 6e). This domain destruction has been
clearly observed in polyether-polyesters by SAXS. In the FD(EG/4GT
system before deformation there is a pronounced small angle peak at
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about 20 n. but upon deformation at roo. temperature the scattering
.axima disappears [24]. If the sample is then annealed with fixed ends
the maxima reappears at the same spacing as a two point oriented
pattern. Hence the "destroyed" domains can be reformed oriented in the
draw direction by annealing [24]. An informative experiment would be to
measure the SAXS invariant in the undeformed. deformed and deformed plus
annealed states to determine the density difference between the phases.
Kong and Wilkes found evidence of phase mixing occurring in
polyurethanes on deformation by following the shift of the soft segment
with draw ratio [123]. The rise in the was taken as an increase
in the concentration of hard segments in the soft segment phase.
However no mention was made of the possible effect of elongation on the
soft segment T^. independent of the state of mixing of the hard
segments.
Conclus ions
The task of reviewing the structure of random block copolymers is a
formidable one even though the scope has been purposely limited by
emphasizing polyurethanes and polyether-polyesters. Random block
copolymers can be made from a wide diversity of different starting
monomers and each one of the polymer systems will have its own unique
morphological features much the same as different homopolymers have
vastly different morphologies. It is a simplistic view to believe that
all the features of random block copolymers can be explained with the
same exact morphological model any more than all homopolymers could,
let a paradox exists for one does not wish to propose models that lie
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outside the crystallization and phase separation behavior of polymers in
general. Polymers classically crystallize into lamellae and these
lamellae more often than not are oreanireH i^M^r. .oxc g z a into arrays within
spherulites.
,hish-k.bobs
.nd the lUe. There is „o reason to believe
that rando. block copolymers should behave completely differently. Yet
the specifics of spherulitic and lamellar organization involving crystal
faceting, crystal size, structure, chain conformation, chain tilt,
lamellar branching and packing etc. .ill vary from system to system. It
is these differences that gives the field of polymer morphology its
depth and character.
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Introdactinti
In this chapter the various experimental techniques used in this
thesis will be reviewed. These include transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), selected area
electron diffraction (SAD), microdif fraction, optical microscopy, wide
angle x-ray scattering (WAXS). small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Sample preparation techniques
will also be reviewed. The polyurethane samples were supplied by Dr.
R.J. Zdrahala and the Union Carbide Corporation. South Charleston. West
Virginia. The polyether-polyester samples were supplied by Dr. W.H.
Buck and the duPont Company. Wilmington, Delaware. The polyether-
polyester samples were experimental batches of the polymer marketed
under the trade name Hytrel. More detail about the individual samples
and the synthesis procedures will be given in Chapters IV and V.
Electron Microscopy
Sample Preparation
Sample preparation for the polymers examined in this thesis was
generally done by solution casting of thin films though, other methods
were tried. Different modifications were used for the polyurethanes and
the polyether-polyesters. In general, a dilute solution of the polymer
in a good solvent was made. Usual concentration was 0*5 % by weight
pol3aner. A glass slide or freshly cleaved piece of mica was dipped into
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the solution and the excess solvent was wicked off with a piece of
filter paper. The evaporation of the remaining solvent can be then
controlled and this profoundly effects the morphology. Fast evaporat
can be achieved by laying the slide down on a warm hot plate. ITxe
solvent should not be allowed to boil. Alternatively, evaporation can
be slowed by placing the slide in a covered petri dish with some pure
solvent on the bottom. It is important to support the slide so that it
does not rest directly in the solvent. Another point to mention is that
microscope slides are not clean as received and should be washed in a
suitable solvent such as acetone. A problem often encountered was the
polymer film will adhere to the glass slide and not be easy to remove.
A stubborn film can often be removed by dipping the slide in a mild (1%)
solution of hydrofluoric acid, though this is somewhat risky because
artifacts can be induced. If the acid is too strong it will etch holes
in the film. Another method to alleviate the problem of films sticking
to the slide is to use freshly cleaved mica that has been coated with a
thin (~ 5 nm) film of evaporated carbon. This will prevent the polymer
from adhering to the mica and will allow the film to be easily floated
off on to distilled water. Specific techniques for each polymer will be
given in later chapters.
Microscopy Techniques
Transmission electron microscopy was done using a JEOL 100 CX
transmission electron microscope with scanning transmission attachment.
Since the main limitation in high resolution microscopy of polymers is
radiation damage every attempt was made to keep this to a minimum. For
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bright field (BF) microscopy tHis entailed focusing in one area and
translating to an adjacent area for exposure. To minimize radiation
damage during dark-field (DF) microscopy the sample was either
translated to an adjacent area for exposure or alternatively, with the
beam off. the second condenser lens would be excited to bring the beam
to crossover. The beam would then be turned on and the image focused
and the beam shut off again. Next the condenser lens current would be
decreased to a predetermined value to spread the beam for even
illumination and a reasonable exposure. The beam would be turned on and
the micrograph taken. Only the small central region illuminated for
focusing would be damaged. In all cases exposures were checked to be
0.6 - 0.8 T. where x is the radiation lifetime of the crystal, x was
measured using a Kiethley model 602 electrometer which was hooked up to
measure the incident electron beam current on the phosphor screen. The
screen efficiency was measured using a Faraday cup. This technique is
patterned after the method presented by Grubb [124]. For DF microscopy
the tilted beam technique was used.
Selected area diffraction patterns were obtained by decreasing the
strength of the intermediate lens to image the back focal plane of the
objective lens. Either a 4 or 8 jim diameter SAD aperture was used.
Microdiffraction patterns were obtained using the STEM attachment
and free lens control. In the STEM imaging mode the pre-field of the
objective lens is excited allowing the electron beam to be focused into
a small probe. For STEM imaging, the intensity of the beam is collected
by a scintillation detector as the beam is scanned over the sample. The
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Size of the probe determines the resolution attainable and is controlled
by the condenser lenses and second condenser lens aperture. A very
small probe size (circa 5 nm) results in a highly convergent beam which
gives a convergent beam microdiffraction pattern. This large spread of
incident angles in the beam does not effect the image quality in STEM
but it results in the microdiffraction spots being very broad with
overlap of adjacent reflections. Consequently more coherent
illumination microdiffraction patterns were generally taken using a beam
diameter about 0.5 nm. The main advantage of microdiffraction over
selected area diffraction in this application was the ability to take
adjacent diffraction patterns without damaging the surrounding area.
The 0.5 Jim probe size was not a limitation because the features of
interest were greater than 1 ^m in size. Scanning transmission electron
microscopy as applied to polymers has been discussed in the literature
by Thomas and coworkers [125-1271.
All micrographs and diffraction patterns were taken using Kodak
S0163 or Polaroid type 55 P/N film. Kodak film was developed in Kodak
D-19 developer for 4 minutes.
Optical Microscopy
Samples were prepared for optical microscopy in the same manner as
for electron microscopy only a more concentrated solution was used to
cast the films. Usually a 5 % by weight solution was used. Glass
slides were used as the casting substrate instead of mica because mica
is birefringent which would make polarizing microscopy difficult. The
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samples were examined using a Zeiss standard WL microscope with a
rotating stage and polarizer. Micrographs were taken using either 35 mm
Kodak Plus-X film or Polaroid type 55 P/N film. Kodak film was
developed in Kodak D-19 developer for 5 minutes. For temperature
studies a Mettler FP-2 hot stage was used.
Wide Angle X-Rav Scattering
Wide angle x-ray scattering samples were prepared using the same
method as for optical microscopy. Films were solution cast from 5 % by
weight solution under different conditions. Multiple films were stacked
for thicker samples. Sample thickness ranged from 0.5 - 1.0 mm.
Diffractometry was done on a Siemens D-500 dif fractome ter. Incident
slits of 0.30 and 0.3o were generally used. Receiving slits were 0.3o
and 0.05*. The 20 scan rate was usually iVmin. Samples were run
either in reflection or transmission. Reflection generally gives better
signal to noise at intermediate angles (29 = 20o ) because the sample
is on the focusing circle with the x-ray source and the detector. For
samples were low angle data (20 = 2o - 10») was important transmission
geometry was used. In the reflection mode the beam size is very broad
at low angles giving rise to increased parasitic scatter. This
parasitic scatter can actually form a "scatter" peak in the range of 20
= 2* - 5» even for a sample with no low angle scattering [128,129].
Flat film x-ray patterns were run using a Statton type camera
manufactured by the W.H. Warhus Co., Wilmington, DE. Collimating
pinholes of 0.63 and 0.51 mm diameter were used for tube and sample
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pinholes, respectively. Sample to film distance was usually 7.5 cm.
Agfa Gevaert Osray M-3 x-ray film was used. Occasionally Kodak AAA film
was used which is a slower film with a lower background fog level. AH
x-ray film was developed for 5 minutes in Kodak D-19 developer. In all
WAXS experiments nickel filtered Cu-Ka x-rays were used.
Small Anffle X-Rav Scattering
Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) was done using the 10 meter 2-
dimensional facility at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Details
of this apparatus have been published elsewhere [130]. All samples were
run in "long" geometry, where the sample to detector distance is about 5
meters. Data was corrected for sample transmittance
, parasitic
(background) scattering, detector sensitivity and dark current.
Detector sensitivity was measured using a ^^Fe radioactive source.
Incident radiation was from a Cu Ka rotating anode source equipped with
a graphite monochromator.
Differential Scanning Calorimetrv
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed with a Perkin
Elmer DSC-2. Temperature scale and thermal input were calibrated using
an indium standard. All DSC scans were carried out at a scan rate of
20*C/min and a range of 5 mcal/sec unless otherwise noted. Sample size
was approximately 10 mg.
CHAPTER IV
POLYURETHANE MORPHOLOGY
Introduc t ion
As mentioned previously the polyure thane system examined was based
on 4.4'-diphenylmethane diisocyanate (MDI) and 1 ,4-butaned iol (EDO) as
the hard segment and polypropylene oxide endcapped with 30% by weight
polyethylene oxide (PPO-EO. = 2,000) as the soft segment. A very
high hard segment content polyurethane (77% by weight hard segment) was
studied. This corresponds to a PPO-EO/MD I /BDO molar ratio of 1/24/23
and an average hard segment length N = 24 . The soft segment (PPO-EO)
was atactic so all crystallinity was restricted to the hard segment
phase. The main goal of the work was to better characterize the
morphology of the MDI/BDO hard segment. The results from the segmented
urethane were compared with those obtained from pure hard segment
polymer and were found to be essentially the same. Preliminary wide
angle x-ray studies of model compounds of BDO (MDI /BDO ) with n = 1, 2, 3
have been done and the structure observed has been related to that of
the polymer.
Materials
The polypropylene oxide soft segment was endcapped with 30% by
weight polyethylene oxide to give the molecule primary terminal hydroxyl
groups. The polyethylene oxide also increases miscibility of the polyol
with the BDO chain extender. The 77% hard segment content PPO-
EO/MDI/BDO specimen studied was synthesized as part of a series of
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samples ranging from 10% - 77% by weight hard segment. The sampl
batch polymerized in a one step procedure as follows: Stoichiometric
amounts of PPO-EO. vacuum distilled BDO (both dried over molecular
sieves) and dibutyltin dilaurate (0.02 wt % based on total polyol and
diol weight) were charged into a 500 ml reaction vessel and degassed for
30 min at 60oc. The vacuum was broken and a 4% molar excess over the
stoichiometric amount of filtered, molten MDI at 60oc was added. This
mixture was stirred at 2500 rpm and degassed for 30 seconds. The
reaction mixture was then poured into a preheated 3.2 mm thick plate
glass mold and placed in an oven at 100°C for 16 h.
The morphology that developed during the polymerization of these
samples has been the focus of a paper by Chang et al. [2]. It is
realized that, since the samples were made by a bulk polymerization,
phase separation during the reaction, resulting in non-ideal reaction
conditions, probably has profoundly affected the sequence distribution
and homogeneity of the samples. This would undoubtedly influence any
careful morphological studies of the domain morphology as a function of
hard segment content. This was not the goal of this work and
consequently the non-ideal nature of the polymer did not influence the
results. The only sample examined in detail in this study was the
highest hard segment content one; 77% by weight MDI/BDO. The results
observed were identical to that obtained with the pure MDI/BDO hard
segment polymer.
The BDO (MDI/BDO) n = 1, 2, 3 model compounds examined were
synthesized by Macosko and coworkers of the University of Minnesota.
«<
The
.yntietic route has been briefly discussed In Chapter II and In the
1 iterature [37]
.
Sample Preparation
Solution-cast fil„,s were made for electron microscopy by dissolving
the polymer in dimethyl formamide (DMF) to form a 0.5 wt % solution.
Two different casting conditions were used. In both cases films were
cast on glass microscope slides. When all the solvent had evaporated,
the films were floated off on distilled water and picked up on electron
microscope grids. The samples were then lightly coated with carbon to
prevent specimen movement due to radiation damage and charging in the
electron microscope. The first casting condition used was to allow the
solvent to evaporate from the glass slide placed in an uncovered petri
dish in an oven at 600C. This allowed for relatively rapid solvent
evaporation (on the order of 3-4 hours for drying). The second
condition used was to support the glass slides in a covered petri dish
that contained approximately 10 ml of pure solvent in the bottom. This
petri dish was placed in an oven at 1450C and the solvent allowed to
slowly evaporate. By covering the petri dish containing extra solvent,
slow evaporation (on the order of 8-10 hours for drying) was promoted.
For the x-ray scattering and optical microscopy experiments, the
same two solution-casting conditions were used but with the initial
solution concentration increased to 10% polymer by weight.
Results and Discussion
Optical Microscopy
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are optical micrographs of the same area of a
Figure 7. Optical micrographs of polyurethane film solution cast at
1450c showing two types of spherulites: a) uncrossed polars; b)
cros sed polars
•
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film cast at 145oc taken with uncrossed and crossed polars.
respectively. Two distinct types of spherulites are visible. Type I
spherultes show no visible birefringence between crossed polars. while
type II exhibit the classic maltese cross extinction pattern. Type II
spherulites are negatively birefringent. Nonbirefringent spherulites
have been reported previously but few conclusions have been made.
Nonbirefringent spherulites were observed in nylon 66 first by Khoury
[131] and later by Cannon et al. [132]. Magill observed nonbirefringent
spherulites in nylon 66 and several other even-even polyamides [133].
Microbeam x-ray work done by Magill indicated that the nonbirefringent
spherulites have no preferred crystal orientation.
A film cast at 1450C was heated in a hot stage and observed in the
optical microscope. Figure 8(a) is an optical micrograph of the film at
205OC between polarizers that were at about 45» to each other. The
internal structure is visible in both types of spherulites. By 2070C
[Figure 8(b)] the internal structure in the type I spherulite has
disappeared. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show that the melting of the type II
spherulite occurs between 224® and 226°C.
Attempts were made to grow spherulites from the melt but all
experiments were unsuccessful. Similar difficulties of growing
spherulites of MDI/BDO-based urethanes from the melt have been mentioned
previously in the literature [105].
Annealing experiments were done both just below the melting point of
the type I crystal form and between the two melting points to try to
induce further growth and/or transformation of the spherulites. No
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Figure 8. A series of optical micrographs taken at different
temperatures showing the melting of the two types of spherulites: a)
2050c; b) 2070c; c) 2240c; d) 2260C.
Figure 8 (cont.
)
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changes in either of the spherulites were observed even after 12 hr.
El ec tron Microscopy
Figure 9 is a STEM micrograph of a film cast at 145oc showing the
two types of spherulites. The regions labeled a and b in the micrograph
were used to obtain microdif fraction patterns from each of the two types
of spherulites. Microdiffraction uses a finely focused and precisely
positioned beam of electron to obtain the diffraction pattern, thereby
allowing the sequential recording of diffraction patterns from adjacent
areas without damaging neighboring regions. Figure 10(a) is the
microdiffraction pattern from a type I spherulite. It shows up to four
diffuse rings with no orientation even though the area used to obtain
the diffraction pattern is from a small portion of the spherulite near
the periphery. Figure 10(b) is the microdiffraction pattern from a type
II spherulite. The diffraction pattern shows many sharp reflections
with a strong preferred orientation. The arrow indicates the radial
direction of the spherulite. The two types of diffraction patterns from
the two spherulites clearly indicate the presence of two different
crystal structures.
In electron diffraction patterns that are purposely overexposed to
bring out high order reflections the pattern shows apparent fiber
sjnnmetry with the fiber axis oriented along the tangential direction in
the spherulite. The repeat is about 0.505 nm. Meridional reflections
are visible, but only in the highly overexposed negatives because they
are very weak. In general a diffraction pattern taken from a region of
a spherulite usually shows fiber texture with the orientation direction
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along the radius. Often in p„ly„,„
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
structures t-e orientation direction alon. the r.dius o, a spherulite is
not a basis vector of the unit cell. For example, polybutylene
terephthalate has the mol' reciprocal lattice direction oriented
along the radius C109). This does not correspond to any .ajor axis in
real space. Hence the 0.505 n. repeat in MDI/BDO „ay not be a lo. order
direction, which would explain its lo. intensity. Figure 11 is a
schematic of a type II electron diffraction pattern from a spherulite.
Table 3 is a list of the d-spacings observed in the type I and type II
electron diffraction patterns. Interesting to note is the number of
doubled reflections in the tvne II nattc^n Th^uc yp 11 p er . These are grouped together
on the same line in Table 3.
Figure 12 is a higher-magnification bright-field TEM micrograph,
after radiation damage, of the boundary region between a type I and a
type II spherulite. The radiation damage enhances contrast slightly in
the bright field image due to preferential mass loss of the soft
segment. In the type II spherulite bundles of lamellae radiating out
from the center of the spherulite are visible. No distinct domains or
crystallites are discernable in the type I spherulite. The small scale
(about 1 - 5 nm) speckle observable in the image should not be
interpreted in terms of the domain structure. Previous electron
microscopy studies have equated this speckle with small randomly
oriented equiaxed hard segment domains [8,74-76]. It has since been
shown that the speckle does not necessarily represent the morphology of
the polymer [77]. It is the result of spatially filtered (by the
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Figure 11. Schematic of a MDI/BDO type II electron diffraction
pattern. Arrow indicates the spherulite radial direction. Spacings of
the numbered reflections are given in Table 3.
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Table 3
Observed Reflections for MDI/BDO Type I and Type II
Crystal Forms Measured by Electron Diffraction (nanometers)
Type I Type II
0.501 (s)
0.389 (m)
0.353 (w)
0.327 (w)
1 0 501
V s
;
n - 1
2 0.505 (m) n' = 1
3 0.462. 0.441 (s) n' ' = 1
4 0.462 (m)
5 0.409 (m)
6 0.379 (m)
7 0.367, 0.349 (m)
8 0.291 (m)
9 0.255, 0.250 (w) n = 2
10 0.251 (w) n' = 2
11 0.232. 0.223 (w) n' ' = 2
12 0.231. 0.222 (w)
13 0.208. 0.196 (w)
14 0.193. 0.186 (w)
15 0.173 (w)
16 0.170. 0.164 (w) n = 3
17 0.167 (w) n' = 3
18 0.154, 0.147 (w) n' ' = 3
19 0.126 (w) n' = 4
20 0.120 (w)
21 0.100 (w) n' = 5
Relative intensities; strong (s), medium (m), weak (w)
.
n - integer; indicates spacings that are higher orders of the primary
reflection (n = 1)
.
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electron microscope transfer function) density and/or thickness
variations-essentially indistinguishable from noise.
Figure 13 is bright field and dark-field micrograph pair of the same
area of a type II spherulite. The dark-field micrograph was taken
first. The diffracting crystals visible in the dark-field micrograph
can be associated with the bundles of ribbon-shaped lamellae seen in
bright field (note the arrows). The lamellae in the type II spherulite
appear to be lath-like in nature, as opposed to platelet-like. In both
the bright-field and dark-field micrographs the width and height of the
lamellae are about the same size, while the length is five to eight
times longer than either of the other two dimensions. Lath- or ribbon-
shaped lamellae have been observed in other polymers [134,135]. notably
polypropylene and the barium salt of poly-L-glutamate
. As measured from
the dark-field micrograph [see arrows in Figure 13(a)]. the lamellae are
about 12 nm in cross section by 50 - 70 nm long.
Figure 14 is a dark-field micrograph of the boundary region between
a type I and a type II spherulite. The diffracting lamellae are clearly
seen in the type II spherulite. yet even under these low-dose conditions
no distinct crystallites are observable in the type I spherulite. The
inability to resolve the type I crystals is due to a lack of contrast.
In the dark-field image this could be caused by either insufficient
scattering power of the crystals or extremely small crystal size, much
less than the 12 nm thick lamellae visible in the type II spherulite.
In the bright-field image the resolution would also be limited by small
crystal size or by a very low density difference between the type I
79
Figure 13. Bright field - dark field TEM micrograph pair from a
type II spherulite. Arrows indicate individual diffracting lamellae in
the dark field micrograph and the associated areas in the bright field
micrograph.
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crystals and the matrix.
Infrared spectroscopy studies of solution cast fims of MDI/BDO
polymer prepared in a similar manner to the ones used in this study
indicated a significantly shorter and narrower distribution of hydrogen
bond lengths at the higher casting temperature (.ore type II crystals)
than at the lower casting temperature [12]. Interestingly, the fraction
of N-H groups hydrogen bonded stayed essentially constant for the two
casting temperatures. Hence, the type II crystal structure probably has
the polymer chains taking on a minimum energy conformation and close
packing to form a highly ordered array with a narrow distribution of
hydrogen bond lengths. The type I crystal structure, on the other hand,
forms the same number of hydrogen bonds but the distribution of lengths
is much broader, reflecting the disorder inherent in the lattice. The
chain conformation is undoubtedly much less consistent between
neighboring chains, and hence the molecules cannot pack into as regular
a lattice. The hydrogen bonds could act as tie points that keep the
polymer chains from rearranging into the more ordered type II crystal
form. The solvent promotes the growth of spherulites by disrupting the
hydrogen bonding between the polymer chains, giving the chains greater
mobility and allowing them to organize.
Wide Angle X-Ray Scatterin^
^
By varying the casting temperature the relative amounts of the two
types of spherulites can also be made to vary. The previous data
presented were on films cast 145°C, where a predominance of the type II
crystal form exists. By lowering the casting temperature to 60»C the
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balance can be made to shift in favor of the type I crystal form. It
should be noted that although the relative amounts of the two crystal
forms can be made to shift with different casting conditions, one cannot
eliminate either form completely at the two casting temperatures.
Casting at room temperature completely suppressed spherulite formation.
Figure 15 shows wide angle x-ray dif fractome ter scans from films cast at
600C and 145oc. Positions of prominent reflections are marked with
arrows. The peaks were more clearly resolved on flat film x-ray
negatives but for purpose of discussion the dif fractometer scans are
more useful. Table 4 lists the d-spacings for the two films. It is
important to note that neither the type I or type II agrees with the
oriented diffraction pattern or the model presented by Blackwell and
Ross [48]. The x-ray diffraction pattern differs from the electron
diffraction pattern in several ways. First is the presence of a low
angle peak at about lO* - 12<> in the x-ray data that does not appear in
the electron diffraction patterns. Due to its relatively large d-
spacing this reflection is associated with the chain axis. The reason
it cannot be observed in the electron diffraction pattern is that, due
to its low intensity it is lost in the inelastic scatter surrounding the
main beam. The other difference between the x-ray and electron
diffraction data is the doubling of many of the reflections in the
electron diffraction pattern. Most prominent are the two pairs of
reflections at (0.510, 0.492 nm) and (0.462, 0.441 nm) which are only
observable as 0.494 and 0.461 nm respectively in the x-ray pattern.
There are two possible explanations for the doubling of reflections.
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Table 4
Observed Reflections for MDI/BDO Films Cast from Solution
at 600C and 145oc Measured by X-Ray Scattering (nanometers)
600C (Type I) 1450c (Type II)
0.77 (m)
0.49 (s)
0.387 (m)
0.353 (w)
0.86 (m)
0.490 (m)
0.462 (s)
0.445 (w)
0.412 (w)
0.377 (m)
0.349 (w)
^Relative intensities; strong (s), medium (m). weak (w)
.
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The first is that it is a true consequence of the unit cell and can only
be resolved in the electron diffraction pattern due to the orientation
that occurs because small area being sampled. In addition when one is
searching for an area from which to record a SAD pattern one usually
searches in diffraction mode for a region that exhibits a sharp, strong
pattern. This sets a bias for recording patterns of highly crystalline
areas containing large crystals. This would make it easier to resolve
any reflections that are close together. The x-ray pattern, on the
other hand, is averaging over a bulk sample and it could be the
reflections are unresolvable due to overlap. Another possible
explanation for the doubling is that due to the large £ axis dimension
in MDI/BDO based polymers (about 3.8 nm) the reciprocal lattice planes
along the fc* axis are close together. If the crystals are small the
shape transform of the crystals might be broad enough to allow
reflections from a higher order Laue zone that would not normally be
diffracting to intersect the Ewald sphere. This would imply that pairs
of reflections would be of the (hk£) and (hkil+1) type. This would also
mean that £ and £* are not colinear implying either a monoclinic or
triclinic unit cell. If jg and g* were colinear then (hkil) and (hkUl)
would superimpose and the doubling would not be observed. Overall this
explanation seems unlikely because it would require a high degree of
texture to the electron diffraction pattern with one axis along the
tangent of the spherulite and g* perpendicular to the film. In
addition one would expect all the magnitude of the doubling (A29) to be
of the same magnitude, which is not observed. Hence, the source of the
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doubling still remains a question.
The chain axis reflection, which is present in both the fil.s cast
at 1450C and 60oc changes position by about 0.1 n. with the fil. cast of
1450C being larger (0.86 n. versus 0.77 n«)
. This might imply that the
chain is «ore extended in the type II form (0.86 n») but the situation
is more complicated than this. A third crystal form, type III occurs on
stretching. Figure 16 is a WAXS pattern from a partially oriented
region of a film which was solution cast at 145oc and then stretched.
The unoriented pattern corresponds to the type II crystal form. An
additional oriented reflection appears with stretching at 0.77 nm and
370 off the meridian, just outside the 0.86 nm type II chain axis
reflection (see arrows. Figure 16). At higher sample elongations more
oriented reflections appear and the (unoriented) strong type II
reflection at 0.461 nm disappears. The transformation can be completed
by continued stretching and subsequent annealing under tension (see the
electron diffraction pattern. Figure 38). The resultant oriented
pattern matches the one published by Blackwell and Ross [48] explaining
the puzzling lack of correspondence between our type II pattern and
their fiber pattern. Oriented thin films containing type III crystal
form will be discussed in Chapter VI. It is important to note that upon
stretching the type III chain axis d-spacing that appears is smaller
than in the unoriented type II form (0.77 nm versus 0.86 nm)
. Yet in
the oriented form the 0.77 nm spacing corresponds to a fully extended
monomer repeat of 1.9 nm when the 37» tilt is taken into account [136].
The off-meridional nature of the reflection is due to the tilted a-fe
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Figure 16. WAXS pattern of a partially oriented pol3nire thane film
that was cast at 145*>C. Arrow indicates the presence of an additional
oriented reflection appearing at 0.77 nm. Original reflection occurs at
0.86 nm. Draw direction is vertical, as ind icated by the arrow
.
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plane of the unit cell caused by staggering of adjacent chains to
optimize hydrogen bonding. To account for the 0.86 „„ reflection in the
onoriented state, if the chain is kept fully extended, the basal plane
tilt must decrease to 22o ai<--*„ a* i22
.
Alternatively the chain could be contracted
which would then require an even smaller tin- uu lt. From observations made
by Blackwell on a series of MDI based polymers with different chain
extenders [49] it seems likely that the type II, 0.86 nm reflection
corresponds to a contracted chain conformation with no tilt of the basal
plane of the unit cell. Contracted and extended crystal forms appear to
be present in hexanediol and propanediol based MDI urethanes [15,49].
If the 0.86 nm reflection corresponds to a unit cell with a = p = 90o,
this would lead to a monomer repeat of about 1.72 nm. This is 0.18 nm
less than the fully extended conformation. Based on chain conformation
energy calculations by Blackwell differences in the repeat period are
most likely to be due to changes in the conformation of the diol section
[136]. This is also observed for the stress induced conformation change
in 4GT. To explain the 0.18 nm shortening of the monomer repeat three
gauche bonds would probably have to be introduced into the BDO residue.
The specifics on the order of the trans and gauche bonds will also
influence the fiber period and this would require extensive
conformational analysis to sort out the best models. The medicore
quality of the x-ray data attainable from fiber patterns of MDI/BDO may
never allow a final, unequivocable structure to be determined.
The fact that the strong 0.461 nm peak disappears on full
transformation to the type III crystal form and the general lack of
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agreement between the oriented foT-™rm and the unoriented form indicate
difference in the lateral packing of the chains between the two
structures. Blackwell's fiber pattern on which his unit cell is based
is not the fully transformed structure because the 0.461 nm spacing is
still present [48]. Still, he realized in a later publication that this
reflection was probably originating from a different polymorph due to
its different azimuthal arcing [15]. Without this and two other suspect
reflections the MDI/BDO fiber pattern indexed with only (hO£)
reflections leaving the fe axis unknown.
Interestingly, the d-spacing chain axis reflection (0.77 nm) of the
oriented type III pattern is the same as in the paracrystalline type I
structure. It is not clear whether the type I form is related to the
type III structure due to the large amount of disorder present in type
I.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry
DSC scans of the films cast at 145<>C and 60»C were run to try to
sort out the multiple melting peaks often observed in MDI/BDO based
polyurethanes [2,15]. Unfortunately, the results were not completely
conclusive. The scans are shown in Figure 17. The peak shapes are
virtually identical only shifted on the temperature scale. The total
heats of fusion for the 145»C and 60<>C films are 8.6 cal/g and 6.7
cal/g, respectively. Both films show two melting peaks. The 1450C cast
film has transitions at 229«C and 216'>C while the film cast at 60°C has
peaks at 2120C and 199»C. The 229<»C peak probably corresponds to the
type II crystal form which follows from this peak having the largest
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fil» could correspond to the type I crystals melting though these
temperatures are higher than the 206oc melting temperature of the type I
spherulites observed by optical microscopy. The DSC scans were also run
at the same scan rate as the optical microscope hot stage to check for
superheating effects but no change in peak positions was observed. The
origin of the 199oc peak in the 60oc cast film is unknown. The DSC
scans could possibly be complicated by the presence of a distribution of
crystal sizes of the same structure. This could explain the confusing
nature of the multiple melting endotherms observed in the DSC data
presented here and in the literature. Other possible origins of
unexplained peaks could be due to an order-disorder transition in the
crystal structure or chemical reactions beginning to occur close to the
melting point. It is known that the urethane bond becomes unstable and
transuref ication begins to occur above about 180°C [137].
Small Angle X-Rav Scatterinp
;
Figure 18 shows the small angle scattering curves from films cast at
600C and 1450C. The US-C curve exhibits a pronounced long period
occuring at q = 0.40 nm"^ (q = (4nsin(0) /X) . The scattering angle is
equal to 29. The 60»C cast sample also exhibits a weak long period at
q = 0.35 nm . The long period is generally taken as the center to
center distance between scattering objects (crystals) hence one could
postulate that the crystals in the type I spherulites. although smaller,
are further separated. More interesting is the large difference in
scattering intensity (area under the curve between the films). The film
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cast at 1450C is the stronger scattered T.e total scattered intensity
is termed the invariant and is proportional to the .ean squared electron
density fluctuation, <r,h
.
Data was collected at only one detector
geometry so the .aximu. value of q was only 1.0 nn."! (about 6 n» in real
space). This does not include enough of the high angle scattering to
calculate an accurate invariant. The increased scattering indicates the
density difference between the scattering phases is higher in the 145oc
cast film which is consistent with the presence of a more highly ordered
and presumably, higher density phase (type II crystals) assuming
constant volume fraction of the two phases.
Model Compounds
Introduc t ion
Synthesis of low molecular weight model compounds is a classical
tool for understanding the structure of polymers where there is too much
disorder or too many unknown parameters at high molecular weight.
Producing a series of oligomers and measuring properties as a function
of molecular weight sometimes allows extrapolation to the properties of
the polymer.
Model compounds of hexane diisocyanate with butanediol and
diethyletherdiol were synthesized in 1961 by Kern et al. [18], Kern
found that the long period was a linear function of chain length up to
five repeat units. At five units and above the long period was constant
and equal to that of the high molecular weight polymer. This was
considered to be direct evidence of the onset of chain folding.
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Model compounds of polybutylene terephthalate have been synthesized
by Hasslin et al. [138]. Both the series BDO(TPA/BDO)^ n = 1, 2, 3. 5,
7 (IPA is the terephthaloyl residue) and TPA(BDO/TPA)^ n = 1, 2, 4 have
been made. It is interesting that the melting point of the
BDO(IPA/BDO)^ series increases with chain length while in the
TPA(BDO/TT>A)^ series the melting point decreases [139]. In both cases
the melting points extrapolate to ^ 23^00 ,f homopolymer.
Surprisingly, the melt crystallized oligomers are only about 75%
crystalline. Small angle x-ray scattering was used to measure the £
axis repeat and no chain folding was found up to n = 7. The samples
were also studied by WAXS and the observed d-spacings were found to
agree with the a form of 4GT. indicating the model compounds assume the
same contracted conformation as the unstressed polymer [140].
Some preliminary studies of the crystallization behavior of mixtures
of oligomers and oligomers with polymers have been done [141]. No
cocrystallization of different oligomers of the BDO(TPA/BDO) series was
n
observed when binary mixtures were made. In all cases two melting
points (one for each of the components) were observed by DSC. In
mixtures of the n = 3 oligomer with polyols of about 600 molecular
weight, polytetramethylene oxide glycol was found to be a better solvent
than polyethylene oxide glycol. Mixtures of oligomers with PTMEG/4GT
polyether-polyesters (with PTMEG = 1,000) were found to have higher
melting points than the pure copoljnner. The reason for this is not
clear. The melting point increase was observed even for oligomers with
melting points well below that of the copolymer.
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Camberlin et al. [137.142] recently studied compounds with the
structure EtiMDI/BDO>„MDI-Et with n = 1. 2. 3 and found that compounds
with melting points above 180oc undergo transuref ication in the melt.
The urethane bond dissociates above 180oc and an exchange reaction
occurs leading to products with both lower and higher molecular weights
than the original compound. Because the synthesis did not involve
blocking groups only very small quantities of sample were able to be
made and purified. Consequently only GPC and DSC techniques were used
to study the samples.
As mentioned previously model compounds have been synthesized of
0(MDI/BDO)^ with n 1, 2, 3. The synthetic routes have been
presented [36.37]. The synthesis involves blocking one of the
functional groups on both of the difunctional reactants. These can then
be linked together by sequentially reacting and deblocking to form the
oligomers. Both Macosko's group at the University of Minnesota and
Eisenbach at the University of Freiburg have made BDO(MDI/BDO)
.
n
Eisenbach has also made MDI (BDO/MDI)^, without the terminal isocyanate
groups (the molecule ends with phenyl ring). Melting points are given
in Table 5. Samples used in this work were obtained from Professor
Macosko at the University of Minnesota.
X-Rav Scattering
Flat film x-ray patterns are shown in Figure 19 for BDO(MDI/BDO)
n
n = 1, 2, 3 and the homopoljrmer (MDI/BDO)^^. The pattern from the
BDO(MDI/BDO). is from the as-received material while the BDO(MDI/BDO)
n
n = 2, 3 patterns are from samples annealed at 170*^C for 2 hours. The
Table 5
Melting Points of Model Compounds
BDO(MDI/BDO) MDI(BDO/MDI) ^
T .2
1 118 (133)3
2 190
3 212
°C T or
120 168
193 190
214 217
^Data from Macosko et al. [37],
2Data from Eisenbach [38],
3Melting point in parentheses is for second polymorph, see text.
4Data from Eisenbach [38].
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as-received state corresDond«5esponds to the structure obtained upon
precipitation from the r^ar^tir^r, ieaction solution with a me thanol-water mixture.
The (MDI/BDO)^ polymer was solution cast at I450C und«r 1^-asc 1 3 L e slow evaporation
conditions
.nd ..e„ ,„ther
.nneaUd at ITO-C , iou.s. Til. sa.pU
Should contain „„3tl. the t.pe II structure. Tie d-spaclngs eo.sn.ed
fro. the patterns are given in Table 6. A number of orders of the (001)
chain axis reflection are visible, especially for the BDO(MDI/BDO)
,
specimen. Also in Table 6 beside the (001) spacing in square brackets,
is the length of the fully extended molecule. This is based on a length
of 1.9 nm per MDI/BDO repeat unit [136]. ^.e additional (all trans) BDO
unit is taken as 0.8 nm in length. By comparing the (001) spacing with
the fully extended length it is obvious that either the molecule is
contracted or the chains are staggered causing the reflection to be from
planes inclined with respect to the chain axis. In Figure 20 the (001)
spacing is plotted versus, n. the degree of polymerization. From the
slope of the line a length of 1.70 ± 0.06 nm per MDI/BDO repeat unit is
obtained. This corresponds favorably with twice the 0.86 nm spacing
observed in the type II form of the polymer.
As mentioned the BDO(MDI/BDO)^ sample was run as-received. The as-
received BDO(MDI/BDO)^ sample had a melting point of llSoc. Upon
annealing at 118°C the sample recrystallized and the melting point
increased to 132<>C and the diffraction pattern changed to that shown in
Figure 21a. This new crystal form is more highly ordered than the low
melting form as evidenced by the larger number of reflections and the
distinct spots visible on some of the diffraction rings. The d-spacings
100
Table 6
Spacings of Reflections for BDO(MDI/BDO)
^ Model Compounds
From WAXS (nanometers)
BDO(MDI/BDO)j^ II BD0(MDI/BD0)2 BDO(MDI/BDO) (MDI/BDO)
(Polymer)
(001) 2.3 [2.7]
(002) 1.10
(003) 0.76
(001) 4.1 [4.6] (001)
(002) 0.204 (002)
(003) 0.134 (004)
(004) 0.99 (005)
(005) 0.80 (006)
(007)
5.7
2.9
1.45
1.16
0.96
[6.6] 0.86 [1.9]
0.493
0.459
0.435
0.408
0.395
0.371
0.353
0.486
0.459
0.442
0.420
0.399
0.376
0.353
0.488
0.464
0.447
0.418
0.405
0.378
0.354
0.490
0.462
0.445
0.412
0.377
0.349
^11 refers to the lower melting form of BDO(MDI/BDO).
, T = 1180C1 m *
2Number in square brackets is the approximate fully extended length of
the molecule.
'II refers to second polymorph of BD0(MDI/BD0)2, text.
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Of tUs for„
..e given i. T.„e 7. r,e crystal structure ot tMs for.
has been solve.
,y single crystal methods by Forcler and Blackwell t52].
Dnfortunately. this
.„r. bigh crystalline tor. doe.^«n^i^,^
'"'"'"'""^ " th^lm^X^liiiSair^. For consistency witb tbe
bo.opoly.er the less ordered lower
.citing tor. of BDOCMDI/BDOj .in be
ter.ed type II because of its si.ilar conformational repeat to tbe type
II for. in tbe poly.er. Tbe higher
.citing structure will be called
type I.
x-ray patterns of BDO(MDI/BDO) ^ n = 2 and 3 were also examined in
the as-received state. The BDO(MDI/BDO) 3 pattern was the same as the
annealed form. The z-ray pattern from the as-received BD0(MDI/BD0)2
shown in Figure 21b. This structure is different from the one obtained
after annealing (see Figure 19). The (001) repeat is only 3.7 nm as
compared to 4.1 nm after annealing. All the spacings are given in Table
7. Unlike with the BDO(MDI/BDO)i oligomer, in BD0(MDI/BD0)2 form
obtained after annealing corresponds closely to the type II structure
observed in the polymer. In this case the annealed structure of
BD0(MDI/BD0)2 "^^^ termed type II while the as-received form will be
termed type I. It is not known whether the two forms of BDO(MDI/BDO),
have different melting points.
The as-received state corresponds to the structure obtained when the
oligomers are precipitated from solution with a water-methanol mixture.
One would expect that if the oligomers are capable of crystallizing in
more than one structure that the one obtained by rapid precipitation
would correspond to a less stable and more disordered form.
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Table 7
Second Polymorphs of BDO(MDI/BDO)^ n = 1 and 2
Spacings in Nanometers Measured by WAXS
BDO(MDI/BDO)j
(200)
(020), (210)
(120)
(101)
(130)
BD0(MDI/BD0)2
0.83 (001) 3.7
0.70 (002) 1.88
0.65 (003) 1.23
0.460 (004) 0.91
0.445 (005) 0.73
0.404
0.390 0.585
0.360 0.516
0.355 0.492
0.352 0.461
0.308
•
0.416
0.357
etc
h refers to the higher melting form of BDO(MDI/BDO),
, crystal structurehas been solved by Forcier and Blackwell [52].
refers to the crystal form obtained for BDO(MDI/BDO), on rapid
precipitation from solution.
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Co.p..in,
.,e non-ch.i„ axis M.ie. an.U reflections tro.
.he
various oU.o.ers reveals a definite progression leadin, fro™
BDO(MDI/BDO,j. e.pe 11. to the structure of (>a>I/BDO,„. t.pe II.
polymer. These higher an.le spacings (fro» d = 0.49 L and smaller,
correspond to reflections predominantly from the Ui^^^U^ of the
Chains. It follows that if the oligomer molecules have a similar chain
conformation to the polymer then their lateral packing should also be
analogous. H.. d-spacings match very well between the oligomers and the
polymer with the polymer reflections being more diffuse. The two
reflections at 0.418 nm and 0.405 nm observed for BDOCMDI/BDO), appear
• s a single reflection at 0.412 nm in the polyiaer.
Conclus ion5s
Three distinct crystal forms have been identified in MDI/BDO based
polyurethanes. Type I and II occur under quiescent crystallization from
solution while type III appears in oriented samples.
Type I is an intrinsically disordered crystal structure that forms
nonbirefringent spherulites. Type I spherulites show no orientation by
microdiffraction from very small regions of the spherulite. The fact
that no crystals can be resolved by either bright-field or dark-field
electron microscopy and the diffuse nature of the electron diffraction
rings indicate that crystals are probably very small, less than 10 nm.
That there are relatively few reflections, especially when compared to
the type II diffraction pattern, suggests that the type I crystals are
paracrystalline in nature.
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The type n crystal for. is „or. highly ordered than the type I
strnotnre .„d forms normal, negatively birefrlngent spherulites.
lamellae observed by dark field electron microscopy are lath-shaped and
about 12 nm thick by 80 nm in length. This is the first time hard
segment domains have been conclnsively imaged. Model compound oligomers
of the form BDO(MDI/BDO) n = 1 2 ^ «ic« 4. . , •"v^/q X. z, 3 also crystallize in the type II
structure. From the increase in the (001) spacing with increasing
degree of polymerization. a length of 1.7 ± 0.06 nm for the MDI/BDO
repeat is measured. This is considerably less than the fully extended
length of 1.9 nm. The less extended repeat found in the type II crystal
structure probably corresponds to a contracted chain conformation with
no stagger between adjacent chains.
The type III crystal form appears on stretching and annealing. The
type III form has been observed previously by Blackwell and Ross and a
unit cell proposed [48]. The length of the MDI/BDO repeat in the type
III structure is about 1.9 nm which corresponds to the fully extended
monomer. The stress applied on deformation undoubtedly changes the
chain conformation to the fully extended state and subsequent annealing
allows the polymer to crystallize. Blackwell has quoted a melting
temperature of the extended form as ISOOC which is less than either the
type I or type II crystal structures [49]. It is interesting that
polybutylene terephthalate undergoes a very similar crystal phase change
on deformation [54-58]. In both the 4GT and MDI/BDO monomers there is a
aromatic section linked by a flexible butanediol section. It is the
butanediol section that changes its conformation on stretching. In the
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undetormed state the batanediol ^,^Hr.^ » i.o section takes a contracted conformation
presumably to alio, better packing of phenyl rings of adjacent
molecnles. It wonld be interesting to examine the nylon made from
terephthalic acid and butanediamine tor the same type of stress indnced
phase change
.
It is important to emphasize that the three crystal forms are
primarily a function of the nature of the hard segment, that is, the
MDI/BDO homopolymer. The same type I and type II diffraction patterns
and spherulites have been observed in the homopolymer MDI/BDO. But. as
mentioned previously, the 77% PPO-EO/MDI/BDO segmented urethane was
chosen due to difficulties in preparing samples of the MDI/BDO
homopolymer. The type III diffraction patterns have only been observed
in 77% [68] and 50% [48] by weight polyurethanes (with different soft
segments) but it is safe to assume that the crystal change on
deformation is intrinsic to the MDI/BDO polymer.
CHAPTER V
POLYETHER-POLYESTER MORPHOLOGY
Introdnctinn
Polyether-polyesters are conceptually very similar to polyure thanes.
Both are rando. block copolymers containing crystallizable hard segments
and elastomeric. amorphous soft segments. Microphase separation occurs
with the formation of hard and soft segment rich domains. It is
generally accepted that the soft segment phase is a mixture of soft
segment material with short uncrystall ized hard segments [9.24.107].
Only a single glass transition temperature is observed which depends
strongly on composition and sample history (which determine the amount
of dissolved hard segment) [9.24.107]. A single melting point is
observed, near that of the hard segment homopolymer. but depressed
somewhat due to small crystal size and defects in the crystal.
In this work the morphology of melt crystallized thin films of a
series of polyether-polyesters of different hard segment concentrations
has been studied by electron microscopy and electron diffraction. The
goals of this work were two-fold. First was the aim of examining the
basic morphological features of polyether-polyesters and second was to
contrast and compare the observed morphology of polyether-polyesters
with that of poljTire thanes in an attempt to delineate some unifying
features of random block copolymers.
Ma terial s
The polyether-polyesters examined in this work were based on
polytetramethylene ether glycol (M^ = 1.000) as the soft segment (PTMEG)
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and polybatyle.e tarephthal.te as the hard segment (4GT,. The pollers
were an experimental batch of the polyether-polyesters marketed under
the trade name Hytrel by the dnPont Company. The samples
.ere supplied
by Dr. W.H. Buck of the duPont Company. Sample compositions (.eight
percent 4GT)
.
mole fraction 4GT and average hard segment length
(calculated assuming a most probable distribution) are given in Table 8.
The 4GT homopolymer studied »as Valoi 315. supplied by the General
Electr ic Company.
The samples were prepared by a melt condensation reaction between
PTMEG, the methyl ester of terephthalic and 1,4 butanediol. Details of
the synthesis were reviewed in Chapter 2 and in the papers by Cella
[9.82] and Wistsiepe [41]. The polyether-polyesters used in this study
were chosen because the hard and soft segment sequence distributions are
believed to be ideal and follow a most probable distribution. The
polymerization is carried out in the melt which is one phase for this
molecular weight soft segment. The systematic variation of melting
temperature with hard segment content is also evidence for a random
sequence distribution. In a recent study by Shih and McKenna the effect
of the soft segment molecular weight was studied by dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) and DSC [42]. For PTMEG molecular weights of 2,000 and
larger the melt was observed to be opaque during polymerization while
for molecular weights of 1,000 and below the melt was clear. This
observation has also been made by Wolfe [143]. The opacity was taken as
evidence of phase separation during polymerization and non-ideal
reaction conditions. Non-ideal reaction conditions will lead to
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Table 8
Polyether
- Polyester Composition
Composition (Wt % 4GT)
81
73
59
49
43
36
Mole Fraction 4GT
0.96
0.93
0.88
0.83
0.79
0.74
Average Hard Segment
Length
23
15
8
6
5
4
Ill
in
ing
to
sequence distributions that are far from random with one phase rich
hard segment and the other phase rich in soft segment. Upon cool
each of these phases will phase separate and crystallize giving rise
two glass transition temperatures and two melting points. This was
indeed observed for materials with a PTMEG molecular weight of 2.000 and
greater. For the lower molecular weight soft segment samples,
characterized by the clear melt, only a single and T„ was observed.
Further evidence for random sequence distribution has been presented by
Shih [88]. A sample containing 59 weight percent hard segment (PTMEG
molecular weight: 1.000) was melt blended with pure 4GT homopolymer
using a Brabender mixer. At all compositions ranging from 10% - 90%
4GT. two melting points and glass transition temperatures were observed
corresponding to the individual components in the blends. The melt was
also found to be two-phase with the polyether-polyester and 4GT
homopolymer each forming discrete phases as observed by optical
microscopy. Although the melt was two phase initially one might expect
that at long times the 4GT and polyether-polyester would become one
phase as transesterif ication occurred. If the polyether-polyester
copolymer contained large amounts of high hard segment content material,
as would be present if the polymerization conditions were non-ideal,
then two melting points would be expected as seen in the blends. This
is not observed. Based on this evidence the conclusion that polyether-
polyesters based on PTMEG of 1,000 molecular weight (and less) and 4GT
have truly random sequence distributions of both hard and soft segments
is justified.
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Sample Preparation
Thin films for melt crystallization experiments were prepared by
casting the polyether-polyes ters from dilute solution. A 0.5 % by
weight solution of the polymer was made in hexaf luoroisopropanol (HFIP)
.
A freshly cleaved mica sheet was then lightly coated with carbon (about
5 - 10 nin thickness). n,is prevented the polymer from adhering to the
mica in the subsequent crystallization step. The mica was dipped into
the polymer solution and the excess solution wiped off the bottom of the
mica with filter paper. The solvent was then quickly evaporated by
placing the mica on a warm hot plate in a hood. If the solvent was not
quickly evaporated it was found that the film produced was not
homogeneous and contained holes and thickness variations. The mica
sheet was placed in a hot stage that was either under purge or
alternatively, inside a Nj-filled glove bag. The polymer film was
melted and held at 2500C for 5 minutes and then quenched to the desired
crystallization temperature (T ) . The polymer was kept at T for 4
c
hours and subsequently quenched to room temperature. The film was
floated off the mica onto distilled water and picked up on electron
microscopic grids
•
Results and Discussion
Elec tron Microscopy
Three different polymers were studied by melt crystallizing thin
films and subsequently examining them in the electron microscope: pure
4GT homopolymer (Valox 315), 73% hard segment polye ther-polyes ter, and a
49% hard segment polyether-polyes ter. The 73% content sample was
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studied the »ost thorougM, and will be discussed in the „ost detail.
Fil«s crystallized at low undercoolings (AT ^ 10 - 150C) were found
to have single crystal lamellae growing in them «!i 1m . Single crystals grown
in thin films from the melt have been previously reported for
homopolymers, without much discussion [104]. Figure 22 is a low
magnification bright field electron micrograph of a 73% hard segment
content film crystallized at 200oc (AT = I50C. T^ = 2150 [24.144], see
also the DSC data presented in this chapter). Many relatively large (25
H« long) single lamellae can be observed growing in the plane of the
film. The lamellae appear to be uniform in thickness except for an
occasional small overgrowth near the center. Figure 23 is a slightly
higher magnification bright field micrograph of a single lamella and
associated microdiffraction patterns from the lamella and the
surrounding matrii. The lameUe gives a strong single crystal
diffraction pattern while the matrix shows only diffuse amorphous
scattering. Figure 24 is an indexed electron diffraction pattern from a
single lamellae in a 73% hard segment content film. The pattern indexes
to the a unit cell of 4GT [58]. Similar patterns were also obtained
from films of the 4GT homopolymer and the 49% hard segment polymer. In
all cases the pattern indexed with (hkO) reflections of the a form. The
d-spacings measured were found to be independent of soft segment
concentration. The p polymorph is reported to only appear under stress
in the homopolymer [54-58] and would not be expected in quiescently
ystallized films. Figure 25 is a low magnification BF micrograph of a
hard segment film crystallized at IPO^C (A = 15"C, T = 205°C)
m
cr
49%
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Figure 24. Indexed electron diffraction pattern from a lamellae in
a 73% by weight polye ther-polyes ter film. Pattern indexes with the a
form of 4GT.
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U4.144,. S„aU U.eU„ can .e observed t.rous.o« the ti.„. Tie
Ur.est lamellae are onl.
..out 10 ^ in len.ti. contrast to the „„ch
larger crystals in the 73% hard seement film ag . Another interesting
feature in the 49. film is that the lamellae are not all the same
thickness. Definite step changes in contrast corresponding to integral
layers of lamellae can be observed. Indicated by the arrows and numbers
in Figure 25 are mono-, bi- and tri-layers. Virtually all of the large
crystals are either bilayers or thicker with the different layers
following the same growth front. This is not seen in the 73% content
films where the crystals appear mostly as single monolayers. Once a
chain exits the hard segment crystal in the 49% hard segment sample it
appears to be just as likely to enter either the original lamellae or
one directly adjacent. In the 73% hard segment sample the smaller
amount of soft segment causes it to be more favorable for the chain to
re-enter the same crystal. One could argue that the propensity to form
multilayered crystals in the 49% sample is just a function of film
thickness with the lower hard segment film being thicker. In
experiments with higher concentration casting solutions the crystals
grown behaved differently. The thicker film causes increased nucleation
resulting in the formation of hedrites. Multiple lamellae were observed
growing into the melt in various directions from a common nuclei as
opposed to the multi-layered "single" lamellae following the same growth
front seen in the thin films.
It was attempted to grow single lamellae in films of 4GT homopolymer
but the nucleation density was too high to allow the identification of
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isolated crystals. Single crystal diffraction patterns .ere obtained
but the growth front and overall shape of the crystals
.ere not
discernible.
The radiation lifetime of the 4GT crystals was measured by recording
the decay of the intensity of the (100) reflection with time. The
intensity was measured by isolating the (100) reflection on the phosphor
screen of the electron microscope with an objective aperture. The
current on the screen was then measured as a function of time using a
Keithley electrometer. A typical decay curve is shown in Figure 26 for
a 73% hard segment sample. The decay can be modeled with an exponential
and a characteristics dose, D* extracted. D* corresponds to the dose
necessary to decrease the intensity of the reflection being monitored to
1/e of its original value. For 4GT D*oo = 1.3 x lO'^ coul cm-^ at room
temperature for 100 kV electrons at a dose rate of 5 x 10"^ coul cm"^
sec ^. This is about 3 times the value of polyethylene under similar
conditions [145]. Because resolution scales with the square root of
radiation damage this only corresponds to an increase in resolution of
about 1.7 over polyethylene. The value of D* was independent of sample
composition. This would be expected if the crystal core was essentially
pure 4GT.
By defocusing the intermediate lens in the diffraction mode a bright
field image of the area giving rise to the diffraction pattern is formed
by the central (000) spot. Each of the diffracted (hkZ) spots forms the
corresponding (hkj^) dark field image. From the orientation of the image
with the diffraction pattern the relationship between the crystal shape
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and unit cell can be determined. Figure 27 «f IS a composite micrograph of
the image formed by defocusing the (000) spot and the original SAD
pattern. Figure 28 is a schematic of the crystal habit. The fast
growth direction is bounded by the (100) and (ITO) planes. The fast
growth direction corresponds to the [2T0]* direction in the reciprocal
lattice. The fact that the crystals give rise to (hkO) type reflections
indicates that the lamellar surface coincides with the plane of
the unit cell. The £ axis, and hence the chain direction, is
perpendicular to the plane and the lamellar surface. Since the
unit cell is triclinic the directions of a. fe. £ do not concide with
• •
A
. H . S. and the 4 axis is not in the plane of the film. The a
axis is coplanar with the [210]* growth direction and the £ axis. The
£ axis makes an angle of 26o with [2T0]* (see Figure 29). The [2T0]*
direction is colinear with the projection of the a axis onto the
b plane.
Figures 30a, b are a pair of dark field micrographs of the same
crystal using the (100) and (010) reflections to form the images,
respectively. The most striking aspect of the crystal is that it
appears to be divided into strips along (010) planes. The strips are
generally about 0.25 - 1.0 |im in width and often run the entire length
of the crystal. Figures 31a, b are a bright field - (100) dark field
pair of micrographs of the same area of a 73% hard segment crystal. The
sectors seen in dark field appear to be cracks in the crystal in the
bright field micrograph. A possible explanation for the cracks is that
the crystal grows as a single unit at the high (200<'C) crystallization
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Figure 29. Schematic showing the relationship of the crystal
lattice to the lamella.
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temperature but breaks upon conH„« ^olxng to room temperature due to the large
contraction of the amorohons m»<^ •p u matrix surrounding the crystal. H^is would
indicate that the mechanical «f-t.««„<.v •^ strength is poor along the (010) planes and
the crystal cracks easily parallel to th... iy ese planes. The (010) plane has
the largest d-spacing in the (hkO) projection of the unit cell and hence
would be expected to be an easy cleavage plane. Another possible
explanation is that any chain folding that might be present occurs along
the (010) planes which would lead to easy crack propagation parallel to
the (010) planes. Evidence for chain folding exists from GPC work done
by Seymour et al. [84]. After etching the amorphous fraction of
P™EG/4GT polyether-polyester samples, Seymour et al. observed a GPC
peak corresponding to the hard segment crystal stem length and a second,
smaller peak corresponding to twice the stem length indicating possible
chain folding. Folds along the (010) planes would correspond to fold
planes along the growth direction of the lamellae. This would imply
chain folding out into the melt, which has been proposed for
polypropylene but is not well understood mechanistically [134]. It is
interesting to note that the cracks are not observed in the smaller
crystals grown in the 49% hard segment content films.
Another explanation for the sectors observed in the 73% hard segment
crystals is that they correspond to boundaries between fold domains.
This explanation does not hold up to closer scrutiny because fold domain
boundaries are essentially a diffraction contrast feature [146.147] and
would be expected to disappear with radiation damage. These
"boundaries" remain after the crystal has been completely damaged. In
130
addition the boundaries do not
.Mft with defocn. of the electron
Microscope Objective lens whi.e tola sector boundaries would be expected
to shift [146,147].
When the fil„s were initially examined, the matrix surrounding the
crystals was amorphous as indicated by the
.icrodiffr.ction pattern in
Figure 23. Tie fil.s
.ere then stored at roo. temperature for about 3
months and re-examined. It was found that the matrix had partially
crystallized. Figure 32 is a pair of electron diffraction patterns from
the matrix material of a 73% hard segment film, taken within a few hours
after quenching from and after about 3 months at room temperature.
The polycrystalline pattern is Figure 32b corresponds to the a form of
4GT Indicating that there was a significant amount of hard segment
material present in the matrix that was unable to crystallize at T
.
c
Figure 33 is a dark field micrograph of the matrix material taken using
the polycrystalline rings to form the dark field image. The edge of a
large lamellae is seen in the left hand portion of the micrograph.
Small. 50-200 nm, clusters of crystals are visible throughout the matrix
(see arrows). This observation correlates well with the work of Zhu and
Wegner who followed the crystallization of a series of PTMEG (1,000)/4GT
polyether-polyesters by monitoring the growth of lamellar aggregates
(hedrites) by optical microscopy as a function of time at a given T^
[86,87]. They observed that the hedrites stopped growing at a given T
c
long before impingement. Upon cooling to a lower T the hedrites would
c
commence growing again at the edges of the original aggregates. This is
analogous to our thin film crystallization where the lamellae stop
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Figure 33. Dark-field micrograph of the matrix material in a 73%
polyether-polyester hard segment film after storage for 3 months at room
temperature. Small aggregations of diffracting crystals are arrowed.
Edge of a large lamella is visible in the right hand portion of the
micrograph.
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growing before the film i«! nr,m«i^4. itxi IS completely transformed. After cooling to
room temperature short hard <jp<,m»„<.H segment sequences remaining in the matrix
crystallize with time. At the initial high crystallization temperature
the stable crystal thickness is large and only relatively long hard
segment sequences are able to crystallize. Shorter sequences that are
unable to traverse the crystal can not participate in crystallization.
When the sample is subsequently cooled the stable crystal thickness is
less and shorter sequences can then diffuse and crystallize forming the
new growth observed at the edges of the hedrites observed by Zhu et al.
or the small crystals scattered through the matrix seen in this work.
This implies that fractionation of the hard segment sequences can occur
according to length but not because of incompatibility of different
lengths, rather due to coupling of the sequence distribution with the
thermodynamically stable crystal size at a given T
c
*
Crystallization at larger undercoolings results in a transition from
large lamellae to spherulitic growth. Figure 34 is a bright field
micrograph of a 73% hard segment film crystallized at 1700C (AT =
450C). Volume filling spherulites are clearly visible. Indicated is
the area used to form the diffraction pattern (SAD) that is inserted
with the micrograph. The radial direction of the spherulite is
indicated by the arrow on the diffraction pattern and the micrograph.
The radial direction corresponds to the [2T0]* direction in reciprocal
space. This is also the fast growth direction of the lamellae observed
at high crystallization temperatures. Roche et al. also observed a
radial orientation of the [2T0]* direction in 4GT homopolymer for
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ion arms
"normal" spherulites [10,]. I„ spheruHtes the e.tinct
of the ..Ua.e cross observed in poUrized
.icrosoop, coincided
With the polarizer and analyzer directions "at, i ,^c a . Abnormal" spherulites had
the extinction arms at 4So t-u^ i45 to the polarizer and analyzer directions. In
abnormal spherulites the [Til]* direction is along the radial
direction. Abnormal spherulites were not observed in this study but
have been noted in polyether-polyesters by other authors [107].
Differential Scattering CaTnrim^f^y
DSC scans were run on a 73% hard segment sample crystallized at
2000C for various lengths of time. The samples were melted in DSC pans
in a Mettler hot stage at 250oc for 5 minutes and then the temperature
lowered to 200oc for different times and subsequently quenched to room
temperature. Pans were transferred to the DSC for the measurements.
Figure 35 is a series of scans of samples crystallized for 0.25, 0.5,
1.0. 4.5 and 10 hours. At short crystallization times two peaks at
about 215 and 2070C are observed. The higher temperature peak arises
from the melting of the large lamellae that form at 200<>C. The low
temperature peak is due to material that crystallizes during the scan
and during the quench to room temperature from T before the scan. The
c
amorphous regions of homopolymer 4GT are known to undergo rapid cold
crystallization during the DSC scan when the temperature is raised above
Tg (= 40^0 of the homopolymer [148]. As the crystallization time
increases, the low temperature peak shrinks while the high temperature
peak grows. This is consistent with increased lamellar growth as the
crystallization time increases resulting in there being fewer long hard
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segments to crystallize a? c- i,y s the small, low melting temperature crystals
on quenching. After 4.5 hours at there is only a small shoulder
indicative of low temperature crystals and by 10 hours only the high
.elting point material is present. The crystallization of short hard
segment sequences in the matrix observed by electron microscopy for thin
films indicates that even in the sample crystallized for 10 hours there
are hard segments that are not able to crystallize because they are too
short to participate in the crystals. At room temperature these
sequences take weeks to aggregate and crystallize.
The total heat of fusion remains relatively constant during
crystallization. AH^ varies from about 8.5 cal/g to 10 cal/g
(normalized to the hard segment content). This corresponds to the hard
segment being about 40% crystalline, using a value of Aflo = 33.5 cal/g
[148]. If one assumes that all sequences of a minimum length and longer
participate in crystallization one can calculate the hard segment length
for which 40% of the sequences are equal to or larger than from equation
1.
K = ^HS^"' (1)
where Nj^ is the number fraction of hard segment blocks k and longer,
Xgg is the hard segment mole fraction and k is the block length.
Setting equal to 0.40 and Xgg equal to 0.93 yields a value of k =
14. For the 73% hard segment (0.93 mole fraction) content sample the
average sequence length is 15. So it appears that sequences of about
138
c
who
the average length and greater participate in crystallization at T =
200OC. H^is differs fro» conclusions drawn by other authors
asserted that only sequences of the average length crystallize with
shorter and long er sequences being excluded fro» the crystal [24,86,87].
The estimation of sequence lengths of 14 and longer participating in
crystallization is obviously an oversimplification. Undoubtedly there
are long sequences still remaining in the soft segment rich phase that
are unable to crystallize due to entanglements and insufficient time.
Similarly, there probably are shorter sequences that add to the crystal
without being able to traverse the entire thickness leading to a diffuse
crystal to amorphous transition zone.
Wide Angle X-Ray Scatterin
g;
WAXS diffractometer scans were run on the series of polyether-
polyester and the 4GT homopolymer. Figure 36 shows the WAXS scans as a
function of hard segment content. For samples of 49% hard segment
content and higher the (OTl). (010) and (100) d-spacings were measured
and are given in Table 9. The spacings were measured from the WAXS
traces without background subtraction or stripping. The magnitude
of the shift due to the component is relatively small at these
scattering angles. All the reflections observed agreed with the alpha
form of 4GT. No variation of the unit cell with decreasing hard segment
content, within experimental error, was observed. This agrees with the
electron diffraction data present earlier. There does not appear to be
any systematic expansion or contraction of the unit cell with decreasing
hard segment content as would be expected if appreciable amounts of the
139
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Table 9
(100). (010) and (OTl) Unit Cell qn» •L Spacmgs of Polyether-Polyes ters
as a Function of Hard Segment of Content as Measured by WAXS
(Nanometers)
Weight % 4GT
100 010 OTl
100% 0.382 0.517 0.557 220
81% 0.383 0.517 0.556 210
73% 0.383 0.516 0.555 200
59% 0.383 0.517 0.559 195
49% 0.383 0.516 0.558 190
ilated* 0.382 0.514 0.550
Based on the unit cell for 4GT hon,„poly.er presented by Desborongh
.„d
Hall [581.
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soft segment were incorporated into the crystal as defects.
All the data presented so far supports a lamellar model of a
relatively pure 4GT crystalline core with the PBIEG soft segments
rejected to the fold surfaces of the crystal. T.e striding (h.O)
electron diffraction patterns obtained from the lamellae indicate that,
analogous to homopolymers
.
the chain axis is normal to the surface of
the crystal and the chains must exit the top surface of the crystal,
fold and re-enter. The nature of the type of folding, i.e. adjacent re-
entry versus random switchboard, can not be determined as the concepts
are still debated for homopolymers [199]. Nevertheless, some pertinent
comments can be made. Small angle x-ray studies in the literature
indicate that PTOEG/4GT polyether-polyes ter s exhibit the classical
dependence of the long period of crystallization temperature [24]. At
high crystallization temperatures thicker lamellae are formed. The
aspect different from homopolymer behavior is that the crystal growth in
these copolymers is limited by the number of hard segment sequences
available that are long enough to traverse the crystal at a given T^
which, in turn is determined by the sequence distribution. This implies
that most of the hard segment sequences participating in the crystal
core must terminate with a soft segment sequence near the boundary of
the crystal. Only the longest hard segment sequences in the
distribution would be of sufficient length to undergo folding and
traverse the crystal twice. The evidence presented by Seymour et al. on
etching of the fold surfaces and subsequent GPC experiments indicated
that there were a fraction of stems twice the crystal thickness
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demons trat ing that the 1 nnoo^ 4-g longest sequences may indeed fold tightly. The
fold surface must consi<5t nf m« • 1sis o «i„Iy soft segment molecules and short
hard segment se,„ences. The thickness of the fold surface should he
directly proportional to the soft segment content of the sample. The
disparity io length of the sequences participating in crystallisation
naturally leads one to e.pect relatively diffuse crystal houndaries.
Tet. as mentioned in Chapter II. SAXS studies of the interface have
indicated relatively sharp boundaries [89]. An interface thickness of o
= 0.6 nm for a sigmoidal gradient model was obtained. This value
appears to be too small when compared to the interface in
styrene/butadiene block copolymers, known to have sharp phase
boundaries, which yield approximately the same value for the interface
thickness [90,91].
Strobl et al. have presented a model for the crystallization of low
density polyethylene where crystal growth is not directly controlled by
the sequence distribution but by the amorphous layer between growing
lamellae [150]. In low density polyethylene the long branches are
excluded from the crystals to the fold surfaces and the intralamellar
amorphous regions. The model was postulated to explain the strong
(reversible) temperature dependence of the long period while accounting
for a relatively constant crystal core thickness. It appears unlikely
that the polyether-polyesters studied in this work follow this model.
The fact that the lamellae observed in this study and the hedrites
examined by Zhu et al. stop growing many microns apart suggests that
depletion of the long hard segment sequences controls the
143
reasonable to predict that it «ould be observed.
It is striUn, that single crystals o, a rando. bloc, copol^er can
be grown from the melt. Xttrm„t. .A e p s to gro. isolated single lamellae of
the homopol^er were unsuccessfnl and from a literatnre search it
appears that the visualization of crystal habit of 4GT has not
previously been achieved. Lotz et .1. have reported, similar to this
work, that it is actually easier to grow single crystals of polyethylene
oxide from a diblock copolymer of PEO with polystyrene (PS) [1001. The
PEO/PS crystals were essentially identical to homopolymer PEO crystals
with the PS being confined to the fold surface. Single crystals of
short branched polyethylene [1511 and of copolymers of tetramethyl-p-
silphenylene silorane/dimethylsilo.ane [96,971 have also been reported.
In contrast, in both of these cases the copolymers did not form
individual single crystals as readily as the homopolymers.
Conclus ions
Single crystals of the 4GT component have been grown in thin films
from the melt of random block copolymers based on PTMEG/4GT. Well
defined lamellae have been observed in films down to 49 weight percent
(0.83 mole fraction) 4GT component. Electron diffraction and WAXS
support a model of a relatively pure 4GT crystal core with the PITHEG
sequences and short hard segments rejected to the fold surface.
The crystal habit of the 4GT lamellae has been observed. The fast
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growth direction of the lamellae is riTni* a .na 1210] and is bounded by (100) and
(iro, pu.es. Tke I„„, UUr.l Uoes of the la„elUe are (010, pUnes
Tie strong (H.0,
.i„„etio. pattern exMMte. t.e U^eUae indicates
the
,
axis is normal to lamellar surface and the polymer chains
.nst
undergo some type of chain folding.
The crystallisation behavior indicates that the lateral dimensions
of the crystal growing at a given te.per.tnre are controlled by the
nneber of 4GT se,nences long enongh to traverse the crystal which is
determined by the sequence distribution. This leads to an initial
population of crystals formed at and a second set of very small
crystals that grow upon cooling to room temperature. The result is
fractionation by hard segment length due to coupling of the sequence
distribution with the thermodynamlcally stable crystal si.e at a given
crystallization temperature.
CHAPTER VI
STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF ORIENTED THTM utt ucUKit IN FILMS OF RANDOM BLOCK COPOLYMERS
In this chapter the preliminary results of wor. done on highly
oriented thin fil.s of rando. hloc. copolymers will he presented. A
technique for producing highly oriented thin fil.s of polymers, suitable
for electron microscopy has been developed by Petermann [152]. The
technique involves drawing a thin molten film of polymer from the
surface of a glass slide. T^e ta.e up velocity is relatively slow (1 -
4 cm sec-1) but flow occurs over a very small region (c.a. 1 ,m)
yielding a high longitudinal flow gradient (on the order of 10^ sec"!).
The morphology of films produced from homopolymers consists of virtually
perfectly oriented lamellae (chain axis parallel to the stretch
direction) edge on in an extended row structure. The morphology and
properties of such films of various polyolefins has been studied by
Petermann [152-155] and others [156,157]. The aim of the work presented
in this chapter was to develop a modification of Petermann's technique
that would be applicable to polyurethanes and polyether-polyesters and
to do some preliminary morphological investigations.
Experimental Technique
The technique for making the thin films involved evaporating a
dilute concentration polymer solution (about 1% by weight) on a glass
slide that was held at a constant temperature on a hot plate. For
polyolefins Petermann generally used a temperature about 10 - 150C below
145
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the melting point of the polymer Vh.r,P . W en the solvent had evaporated the
film was drawn before the nni,r««poly«r crystallized. It
,„„„i f„
the polyu„th.„e, po,yeth»-p„lyester» ni„s could not be d„™
Close to tHel. „eltl„,
.l.ss. Polyether-polyester
,il„s were successfully d„™
.t l,„.c.
Polyu.ethaues could only be d„.n belo.
.bout lOO-C
.ith t.e best
results occurring at about 90'C. A schematic of the dra.in, procedure
is .hen in Figure 37. Tl,e fil„ for.ed after evaporation of the solvent
tor both the polyurethanes and the polyether-polyesters undoubtedly
solidifies and crystallizes before drawing due to the very large
undercooling present (AT > 75.C). The deformation process is then
actually a hot draw of solid material, as opposed to a eelt draw as in
the case of the polyolefins.
The technique is considerably more difficult for the random block
copolymers investigated than it is for polyolefins. The random block
copolymers do not draw as readily and one is plagued by the problem of
the film breaking before sufficient material can be drawn for
examination. While it is relatively straightforward (although tedious)
to make enough film for macroscopic measurements (SAXS. WAXS, mechanical
properties, etc.) with polyolefins it would be practically impossible to
do this with the polymers examined in this work.
Results and Discussion
Polyurethanes
The polyurethane investigated was a PPO-EO/MDI/BDO based polymer and
contained 77% by weight hard segment. This was the same polymer that
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was studied extensively in Chaoter TV -n,^-napt I . The polyurethane film was
amorphous when first drawn oc » • ,as examined by electron diffraction. The
fil.s were annealed at UO^C for 2 - 6 hours under N, in a Mettler hot
sta.e. Pi.nre 38 is an electron diffraction pattern from an annealed
fil.. Tl.e fiber axis is indicated by the arrow. With electron
diffraction the Ewald sphere is essentially flat and the diffraction
pattern corresponds to a nearly planar section through reciprocal space,
The pattern is similar to the one published by Blackwell and Ross [48].
The (004) chain axis reflection, observed by Blackwell inclined at 37o
to the fiber axis, is missing. The diffuse scatter observed above and
below the equator, indicated by the arrows and the letters DS in Figure
38, was seen as distinct reflections by Blackwell. Tilt experiments
were performed to detect any texture that might be present. Non-fiber
symmetric patterns have been observed for films of other polymers
prepared by this technique [1561. Figure 39 is an electron diffraction
pattern of a film tilted 30o about the fiber axis. The large arrow
indicates the draw direction. The diffuse scatter observed in Figure 38
can now be resolved as distinct reflections (see small arrows Figure
39). Figure 40 is an electron diffraction pattern of a film tilted 40o
about the equatorial direction (normal to the orientation direction).
The arrow indicates the draw direction. The (004) and (006) chain axis
reflections are visible. The (0010) reflection is visible on the
negative. The (008) reflection is absent. The positions of the 0th.
2nd, 4th and 6th layer lines are indicated in Figure 40. The
reflections that appear on tilting of the diffraction pattern indicate
149
Figure 38. Electron diffraction pattern of drawn 77% hard segment
polyurethane film. Arrow indicates draw direction. DS indicates
diffuse scatter.
150
Figure 39. Electron diffraction pattern of a drawn 77% hard segment
polyurethane film. Arrow indicates draw direction. Film has been
tilted 30° about fiber axis. Small arrows indicate reflections that
appear on tilting.
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Figure 40. Electron diffraction pattern of a drawn 77% hard segment
polyurethane film. Arrow indicates draw direction. Film has been
tilted 400 about axis normal to draw direction. 0th, 2nd, 4th, 6th
layer lines are marked. Note the chain axis reflections present on the
4th and 6th layer lines.
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the pattern is the s..e .s the one observed by BUckwell onl, .Ub
considerable tenure present. Tbe eb.n.e in the pattern
.Itb tilt abont
the equator indicates thai- tha ^* ...at e 4 axis is directed up, out of the film
Plane, at about 40-
.
A schematic is shown in Figure 41. If the film
was not textured then the intensity from the (004) reflection would have
been spread evenly about the cone in Figure 41 and the (004) reflection
would have been observed without tilting the sample. The cone apex
angle of 40o agrees with the 37" angle between £ and observed by
Blackwell [48]. The change of the pattern with tilt about the
orientation direction is further evidence for non-fiber texture. The
strong reflection that occurs at 0.356 nm on the 4th layer line was
previously indexed as (103) indicating a possible mislabeling of the
layer lines by Blackwell [48]. It was pointed out in Chapter II that
the MDI/BDO unit cell proposed by Blackwell for an oriented polyurethane
was questionable because the calculated density was too large. Figure
16 in Chapter IV is a x-ray diffraction pattern of a partially oriented
polyurethane exhibiting two different low angle chain axis reflections.
The one occurring at 0.86 nm belongs to the type II crystal form while
the reflection at 0.77 nm, inclined at 37° to the meridian, is an
additional reflection which appeared upon stretching. A different hard
segment crystal phase, termed type III, is formed on stretching and
annealing. The x-ray diffraction pattern (Figure 16) contains
reflections from both type II and type III crystals. At higher
elongations and with annealing the pol3Tner is converted completely to
the type III structure. The (004) chain axis reflection in Figure 40
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indicating that these oriented fil„s contain the type III structure. If
the tilt of fi' with respect to , = 370) is taken into account a
fiber repeat of 3.8 n. is obtained for the type III structure. This is
equal to the fully extended ™r repeat length [136]. TT.e crystal
form (type III) observed in this chapter and by BlackweU [48]
corresponds to a polymorph with a fully extended chain conformation that
occurs only on stretching. The d-spacings of the type III form do not
match either the type I or II structures observed in quiescently
crystallized solution cast films. As discussed in Chapter IV the type I
polymorph corresponds to a paracrystalline structure while the type II
polymorph corresponds to a highly ordered structure with a contracted
chain conformation. Figure 42 is a composite schematic of an electron
diffraction pattern showing all the observed reflections for the type
III structure. The d-spacings are given in Table 10.
Figure 43 is a bright field electron micrograph of a drawn
polyurethane (77% by weight hard segment) film. The arrow indicates the
draw direction. A few ellipsoidal spherulites are visible. No
individual crystals are visible in the film. Dark field imaging was not
successful in imaging the crystals. The spherulites undoubtedly formed
in the film when solvent was evaporated initially and were subsequently
deformed. From the ratio of the major to minor axis of the ellipse an
approximate draw ratio of X = 5 for the film can be calculated.
Microdiffraction patterns obtained from the matrix material and the
deformed spherulites were identical, indicating that the entire film re-
155
Figure 42. Schematic of a MDI/BDO type III electron diffraction
pattern. Arrow indicates draw direction. Layer lines are indicated.
Reflections 4, 5, 11. 12 (dotted) appear on 30o tilt about draw
direction. Reflections 1, 2, 3 (dotted) appear on 40» tilt about normal
to draw direction. Spacings of numbered reflections are given in Table
10c
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Table 10
Spacings of ObservpH Jt^ei ^v^Dserved Reflections for Type III
Crystal Form (Nanometers)
0.77
0.51
0.305
0.499
0.513
0.516
0.455
0.412
0.379
0.345
0.407
0.386
0.356
0.334
0.294
0.240
0.215
0.192
0.173
0.218
0.198
0.202
(004)
(006)
(0010)
(s)
(m)
(w)
(m)
(m)
(w)
(w)
(s)
(m)
(w)
(m)
(m)
(s)
(s)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
^Relative intensities; (s) strong, (m) medium. (w) weak.
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3 pm
Figure 43. Bright field micrograph of drawn 77% hard segment
polyurethane film. Arrow indicates draw direction. Note the presence
of deformed spherulites.
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crystallised on
.onealing to the type III structure.
A tilt series about c* was att^n,«<-.^tempted using a double tilt stage but
it was very difficulf- fr^ «i-f- lt to aUgn £ wuh
^^^^ ^^^^^^^
Of the other
..Jor axU o, the reciprocal lattice to he determine, hy
bringing either the ,W or pUne into the diffraction
conaitloo. This is a logical avenue for futnre wor. with the aie of
determining the unit cell.
Polvether-Polye<sfpr-c
The polyether-polyester specimen investigated in this .ork ,as a 73%
by weight hard segment P'mEG/4GT oolvmer ry.i.p y . This was the same sample that
was studied extensively in Chant.»r V p^ii Lb pte V. Polyether-polyester films could
be drawn at temperatures between about SQoc and I6OOC. The films in the
initial as-drawn state exhibited some crystallinity. Upon annealing at
2000c for 2 - 4 hours the crystallinity increases and the reflections
sharpen. Figure 44 is an electron diffraction pattern from an annealed
film. The arrow indicates the draw direction. The reflections
correspond to the a unit cell of 4GT [58]. No evidence of the 3 form is
observed in the annealed films. There may be some of the 0 form present
in the unannealed films where extra reflections between the 6th and 7th
layer lines of the a structure were observed, but the reflections were
too diffuse to be positively identified. The p structure appears from
the a form through a crystal transformation induced by stress.
Annealing under tension promotes the formation of the p phase. The
films examined in this study were annealed on the electron microscope
159
Figure 44. Electron diffraction pattern from a drawn and annealed
73% hard segment polyether-polyester film. Arrow indicates draw
direction. Pattern indexes to a form of 4GT.
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grid but were not held under tensinn -m,o . The grid probably did not provide
adequate support to prevent the fil« fm from relaxing during the annealing.
It is also possible that the soft c«segment relaxed sufficiently during
the annealing to relieve any stress on athe hard segments allowing any of
the
,
st„ctu.e present to .even to the a fo... Tie ,.et t.at t.e
,
structure w.s not o.servee
.oes not necessarily precUae t.e
, structure
fro. for.in. In pol.ether-pol.esters. onl, that It was not seen In this
particular experiment.
Figure 45 is a defocus bright field image of a 73% hard segment
content polyether-polyester film that was drawn at 160oc and annealed
for 4 hours at 200oc. T.e draw direction is vertical, as indicated by
the arrow. The objective lens was purposely defocused to enhance the
contrast between the crystals and the amorphous regions. As can be
observed in the inset optical diffraction pattern of the negative, a
pronounced long period is present that falls on the first maximum of
sin x(k), the microscope transfer function. The periodicity measured
from the position of the diffraction maximum corresponds to about 17 nm.
The actual defocus of the microscope calculated from the zeros of
sin^xCk) is about -28 ^m [158]. The optimum defocus calculated for a 17
nm repeat is about 39 ^m [158,160]. A pronounced lamellar structure is
apparent in the films running normal to the draw direction. The
ojective lens was underfocused so the dark regions correspond to the
more dense lamellae [159]. For a complete discussion of phase contrast
electron microscopy with respect to polymers the reader is referred to
references 159 and 160.
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Figure 45. Defocus bright field micrograph of a drawn and annealed
73% hard segment polyether-polyes ter film. Arrow indicates draw
direction. Inset optical diffraction pattern shows microscope transfer
and the long period present. Defocus = -28 jim. Long period = 17 nm.
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film Figure 45 usi„, the (010) reflection. The dr., direction is
vertical as indicated by the arro.. Individual diffractin, lamellae on
t... order or 7 - 8 n. thic. are visible. The crystal thickness measured
by dark field microscopy is approximately half of the long period
measured by optical diffraction of the bright field i„age. This
indicates that the soft segment regions between the lamellae are
approximately the same thickness as the lamellae.
Conclus ions
The technique developed by Petermann to draw thin fil.s of polymers
has been adapted to produce oriented fil„s of random block copoly«.ers.
Electron microscopy and electron diffraction of films of a 77% hard
segment polyurethane based on PPO-EO/MDI/BDO has aided in the
identification of a third hard segment crystal form, type III. which
appears under stress (see Chapter IV). Studies on films of a 73% by
weight hard segment polyether-polyester based on PBIEG/4GT have
indicated the a crystal structure of 4GT is present in annealed films
and a well defined lamellar morphology is formed. The lamellae run
normal to the draw direction and the alternating crystalline and
amorphous regions are approximately the same thickness.
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Figure 46. Dark field micrograph of a drawn and annealed 73% hard
segment polyether-polyes ter film. Arrow indicates draw direction
Diffracting lamellae can be observed (see small arrows).
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
Introdurf inn
This ohapte. contains
. „oapUnUti„„ of t.e „aj„. conclusions and
acco„p.is,.onu p.sente. in t.esis. I. u .iviae. np in t.e sa.e
.anoer as the previous chapters with separate discussions of the .or.
relevant to pol.urethanes and to pol.ether-pol.esters. An attempt
.ill
then be „.de to dra. upon these t.o polymer systems in order to tor. a
unified picture of the
.orpholo.y of rando. Moc. copol^ers. Finally a
number of routes for future experiments are outlined to act as a
preliminary guide for anyone
.ishlng to build upon this work.
Polvurethanes
The morphology and structure of PPO-EO/MDI/BDO based urethanes has
been investigated. Extensive studies have been performed on a batch
polymerized sample containing 77% by weight hard segment. Three
different crystal forms have been identified for the MDI/BDO hard
segment. Type I and II structures occur during quiescent
crystallization in solution cast films while the type III structure only
appears in oriented samples.
The type I crystal form is an intrinsically disordered structure
that forms nonbirefringent spherulites. Type I spherulites show no
orientation by electron microdiffraction from very small regions of the
spherulite. No crystals have been able to be resolved by either bright
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only a tew diffuse diffraotin,,•tfraot.on rings are observed indicates that the
structure is probably p.racrystalliue in nature.
The type II crystal for. is „„re highly ordered than the type I
structure and forms negatively birefringent spherulites. The
spherulites are composed of bundles of lath-shaped Umellae
.hich can be
Observed by both bright field and dark field electron microscopy. The
lamellae are about 12 nm thick by 80 nm in length. This is the first
time polyurethane hard segment domains have been conclusively imaged
using an electron microscope. Model compounds with the structure
BDO(M,I/BDO,„ n = 1. 2. 3 also crystallize in the type II structure.
From the increase in the (001) spacing with the degree of polymerization
.
length of 1.7 1 O.OC nm for the MDI/BDO repeat unit is measured. This
is less than the fully extended monomer repeat of 1.9 nm and probably
corresponds to contracted chain conformation with little stagger between
adjacent chains.
Type III crystal form appears on stretching and annealing. A
partial unit cell for the type III structure has been proposed by
Blackwell and Ross with the fe axis being unknown [15,48]. The length
of the MDI/BDO unit in the type III structure is about 1.9 mn which
corresponds to the fully extended monomer. The stress applied on
deformation changes the chain conformation to the fully extended state
and subsequent annealing allows the polymer to crystallize. The £*
axis is inclined at 37« to £ probably due to staggering of adjacent
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chains in the unit cell to n^T-n,,-*- ^i.permit the optimization of hydrogen bonding.
It is important to realize that ^i,"® n the three distinct crystal
strnct„es a„ p.l„a.n. a function of t.. „at„e of tKe .a,.
.e.„e.e.
that ,s. t.. »x;bD0
.„„opo:^„. r.. I ana II c,.stal fo..a Have
been observed for the hard segment ho„opoly.er
.hile the type III
diffraction patterns have only heen observed in 77» (68, and 50. (48, hy
.eight polynrethanes. The soft segment present in these studies „s
amorphous so all the crystal for.s observed in this .orl are intrinsic
to the MDI/BDO hard segment.
PolYether-Pnly».>.,,
The morphology of a series of polyether-polyesters based on 4GT as
the hard segment and PTMEG as the soft segment have been studied, with
the sample containing 73% hard segment by weight being examined in the
greatest depth. Single crystals of the 4GT component have been grown in
thin films from the melt. Well defined lamellae have been observed even
at 49 weight percent (83 mole percent) 4GT component. Electron
diffraction and WAXS scattering support a model of a relatively pure 4GT
crystal core, in the a modification, with the PTMEG sequences and short
hard segments rejected to the crystal surface and surrounding matrix.
The isolated single crystals observed in the 73% hard segment sample
have allowed the determination of various parameters of the a form of
4GT. The crystal habit of the a form of 4GT has been observed. The
fast growth direction of the lamellae is [2T0]* and is bounded by (100)
and (ITO) planes. The long lateral faces of the lamellae are (010)
planes. The fast growth direction of the lamellae corresponds to the
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radial direction in "normal" ct,i,. ,•spherulxtes of both polyether-polyesters
and 4GT homopolymer [109]. The strong (h.O) diffraction pattern
exhibited by the lamellae indicates the , a.is is normal to the
lamellar surface and the nnlirmo, v •po ymer chains must undergo some type of chain
folding.
THe crystalli.ation behavior exhibited where an initial population
Of crystals grow at and a second set of small crystals form from the
short hard segment sequences upon cooling to room temperature indicates
that the lateral dimensions of the crystals growing at a given
temperature are controlled by the number of sequences long enough to
traverse the stable crystal thickness. Hence the final lateral crystal
size is determined by the hard segment sequence distribution.
Oriented Thin F41„
,s of RanHnn. Copolymer.
The technique developed by Petermann to draw thin films of polymers
[152-156] has been adapted to produce oriented films of random block
copolymers. Electron diffraction and microscopy of films of a 77% by
weight PPO-EO/MDI/BDO based polyurethane has aided in the identification
of the third hard segment crystal structure, type III. which forms under
stress. Studies on oriented films of a 73% by weight hard segment
polyether-polyester based on PTMEG/4GT have indicated that the a crystal
form is present in annealed films and a well defined lamellar morphology
exists. The lamellae run normal to the draw direction and optical
diffraction of the bright field images coupled with dark field
microscopy indicates that the alternating crystalline and amorphous
regions are approximately the same thickness.
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ConclufS inncf
A u„Uied picture of the „„phoI„,, of ,a„.„. „„e. copolymers
oonsisti., 0, .„
^^^^^^^ ^ c.,.ula.aMe
.a..
a. HU. .a.a se.„e. eonUn. U .eve.op.„,
.asea o„
..e .es.Us
presented in tMs
.or. a„a f.o. oehe. stuaies appea.in, in t.e
Hte.atn.e. The
.a.a se.„ent domains a.e U.eiia. o. iat.-sK.pea, as
clearly demonstrated by the work on hn<-T, iy n both polyure thanes and polyether-
polyesters presented in this thesisn n . Lamellar crystallization provides
for a straightforward method of lateral association of hard segments
With rejection of the soft segment and short hard segment sequences to
the lamellar surface. Other models of domain shape have been postulated
in the past but there is no reason to expect random block copolymers to
deviate from the accepted mode of polymer crystallization. T^e crystal
core of the lamellae is composed of relatively pure hard segment
material. The average thickness of the crystal depends on both the
crystallization temperature and the sequence distribution. Clearly at
high crystallization temperatures, where stable crystal size is large,
the crystal thickness is also influenced by the length of hard segments
present.
Despite the agreement on the basic morphology of the hard segment
domains as being lamellar, considerable controversy exists over the
details of the picture. The open questions involve discussions of chain
folding and conformation, crystal faceting, lamellar branching, crystal
connectivity, etc. It is evident in the case of polyurethanes and
polyether-polyesters many of these specific questions are system
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dependent. The value«! of ^vthe crystal surface energies. crystalUzatioa
kinetics, chain stiffness, etc f., vary from system to system and will
control the fine details nf.I O the ,orph„,„g,. The basic fact that ra„do»
block copolymers caa be aade fro. a wide diversity of startx c i t ing monomers,
each with its own unique chemical features result. •c s m a variety of
Afferent morphologies. I„ addition, the hard segment content can be
varied, thereby changing the sequence distribution, the morphology and
the Physical properties. It is a simplistic vie. to believe that all
the features of random bloc, copolymers can be explained
.ith the exact
same morphological model any more than all homopolymers could. Yet a
paradox exists for one does not wish to propose models that lie outside
the crystallization and phase separation behavior of polymers in
general
.
An important point remaining is that polymer lamellae are generally
organized into some type of supramolecular structure such as
spherulites, globules or shish-kebobs (due to oriented crystallization).
This is also true for random block copolymers. As shown in this work,
spherulitic crystallization is an important factor in random block
cop^^y^er morphology. Classically the structure-property relationships
in random block copolymers have been developed with respect to the
individual hard segment domain size and shape. Undoubtedly the supra-
molecular organization plays an equally (if not more) important role
that has often been overlooked in determining the final properties of
the material.
In summary, the point should be made that random block copolymer
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separate discipline in and of itself -n, •I . This view is disappearing as the
structure of random blorVa ck copolymers is recognized as just another
facet, albeit comol icatf^l r.f .,^1•npi cated, of polymer morphology in general.
Considerm-innc fpj. Future W^^v
In this section
.
li.t ot experiments is given .s . possible
guideline for future
.ork. While some of the experiments are more
esoteric than others.
.11 .ould be potentially informative with respect
to understanding the structure and properties of random block
copolymers
.
Polvure thanes
1) The most immediate goal obvious in the polyurethane research
would be the determination of unit cells for the various crystal forms
of MDI/BDO. Type I crystal form probably does not contain sufficient
order to determine an unequivocal structure. Type II exhibits a high
degree of order and is potentially solvable. The main problem currently
is the determination of the & axis with respect to the type II electron
diffraction pattern. The £ axis re f lec t ion ( s ) have only been observed
in x-ray patterns of films containing predominantly the type II
structure. Presumably the reflection is unobservable in the inelastic
scatter present in the electron diffraction patterns. The type II
electron diffraction patterns from small regions of spherulites show a
high degree of symmetry and orientation and if one could relate the
observed reflections to the jg axis direction progress would be
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relatively straightforward n^^^*« i . Diffraction patterns a« »s a function of tilt
about both the radial nr,^and ta.,e„.ui directions „, tie
.pHernlita wonld
be informative. A second avenue nf «o approach for the type II structure
IS through model compound studies It v,a . was shown m this thesis that the
model compounds (oligomers) of MDI/BDO crystallize •
.v,m the type II
structure. If one wer** nki^» re able to gro, single crystals from dilnte
so.ntion a unit cell determination
.oUd be easily obtainable, ^e type
III crystal structure, observed in deforced specimens, is also
Pctentialy solvable. In tbe tbin ai.s prepared by a variation of
Peter.ann-s tecbni,ne tbere is considerable texture ,non-nber sy^etry,
present in the diffraction pattern. Tlis gives the advantage of
additional information on angles bet«en reflections on tbe same
reciprocal lattice layer U - constant) in reciprocal space. Tbe
logical experiment
.ould be to attempt tilt experiments about tie ^
axis^through the use of a double tilt stage to try to bring either tbe
£*-** or the sV plane into the diffraction condition. Systematic
experiments along these lines should allow a unit cell determination.
2) Model compound polyurethanes produced from the (MDI/BDO)
n
oligomers mentioned previously represent the largest potential for
future work. Polymers containing monodisperse hard segments and
carefully controlled hard segment distributions could potentially answer
the questions: what is the critical length for phase separation and/or
crystallization? What is the effect of hard segment length on the phase
boundaries? What is the effect of monodispersity/polydispersity of the
hard segment length on the mechanical properties? With carefully
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synthesized polymers the whole fielH id of polyurethane structure-property
relations could be examined f.o. a fundamental viewpoint.
3) Careful studies on solution polymerized polyurethanes would
allow the correlation of the hard segment domain size, shape and
^orpholo.y with the mechanical properties for a series of polymers
.nown
to have ideal random sequence distributions.
4) All the work in this thesis has involved the study of
polyurethanes and polyether-polyesters containing an amorphous soft
segment and a crys tall izable hard segment. Another interesting set of
polymers are ones with both the hard and soft segments being amorphous.
Relatively little is known about these polymers but it would be
intriguing to do a careful solution synthesis of a polymer using 2,4-
IDI. 1.4-butenediol and polypropylene oxide. The butenediol would allow
staining of the hard segment domains. This would be potentially more
successful than previous experiments with butenediol and MDI [17]
because the hard segment domains would be amorphous. Other past
experiments have attempted to stain the soft segment phase in amorphous
polyurethanes based on polybutadiene/2
.4-TDI/BDO but this was not
strikingly successful because it tended to raise the electron density of
the soft segment up to that of the hard segment [81]. Completely
amorphous polyurethanes are intriguing because they are related, in a
sense, to amorphous di- and tri-block copolymers which are known to form
very regular morphologies.
Polvether-Polvesters
1) The idea of the fractionation of the sequence distribution
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during crystallization could be te.t.As ed through judicious differential
scanning calori.etry and experiments. A series of step-wise
crystallization experiments were a few polymers of different
compositions are crvstalltT^^ i *t_y ized isothermally at various undercoolings
ranging from a few decrees to » f« *g a few tens of degrees would allow the
determination of the effect «f .of crystallization temperature on the heat
of fusion and hence how the crvs tal li 7« n on ,y zati temperature influences the
sequence distribution. The melting point could also be measured and
extrapolated to the equilibrium melting point (T„o)
copolymer compositions. If 1^ measured from WAXS line broadening
measurements on chain axis a reflection it could be examined with the
melting pont data using the theories by Flory [27] and Sanchez et al.
[101.1021 for the melting of copolymers. A polyether-polyes ter slowly
cooled from the melt should contain a broad distribution of crystal
sizes because of the continuous change to T^ and one might expect to
observe in such a sample a temperature dependent long period (by SAXS)
and crystal core thickness (by WAXS). SAXS and WAXS line broadening
experiments as a function of temperature would be interesting expecially
in relation to the model of partial crystallization and melting
developed by Strobl et al. [150] for low density polyethylene.
2) Single crystal deformation experiments based on the techniques
developed by Geil [151] for homopolymer single crystals could be
extended to the melt crystallized thin films of polyether polyesters.
The deformation experiments might allow the determination of easy
fracture planes in the crystals. It might also be possible to identify
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fold planes in the polymer crystals.
3) To further eza.ine the idea of fractionation of the sequence
length distribution an interesting experiment would he to crystalline a
polyether-polyester thin film vrith « e.- umm wi a step change in undercooling. Films
crystallized at one undercooling (AT = I50) and then quenched to a
second (AT ^ 250C) should contain large lamellae of one thickness
with a second outer ring of material of a different thickness which
crystallized at the lower undercooling.
4) Crystallization of an approximately 50% by weight polyether-
polyester at high pressure might form an "equlibrium" extended chain
morphology. The effect of sequence length on the crystal size
distribution could be examined. Homopolymers crystallized at high
pressures are known to fractionate by molecular weight. It would be
interesting to examine a random copolymer crystallized under high
pressure to look for fractionation by sequence length and how the soft
segment is excluded from the crystals.
5) The changes in morphology with deformation is not well
understood for random block copolymers. A systematic study of the
mechanical properties of a series of polyether-polyesters that has been
well characterized with respect to initial crystallization conditions,
crystal size and periodicity would be very valuable. One could also
examine in detail the final deformed morphology as a function of initial
morphology and the deformation conditions.
6) It might be possible to use the thin film melt crystallization
technique developed in Chapter V to examine polyethylene terephthalate
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(PET) and PET copolvmer^ T^,y s. The crystal habit of PET is currently
„„t„o.„
potentially attainable fro„ this type of study.
7) As outlined in Chapter VI. highly oriented la.ellar thin fil„s
can be produced by a hot dra.in, technique. A study of the „orpholo.y
a function of hard segment content to measure the si.e of the
crystalline and amorphous regions would be Intriguing.
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